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CHAPTER I

IHTRCEDUCTICN
At the present time 70,000 firms connected with the automotive
industry have provided the American public with 6$,000,000 vehicles which
travel the highways of the United States, and wind their way through the
streets of the citie3 and teams all over the country.

This should lead

one to recognize that automotive science, as a professional-Industrial area,
*

is increasing in importance.
Statistical surveys show that more and more automobiles are crowd
ing America's highways each year.

Both styling and mechanical operations

of the modern automobile make it necessary that the growing automotive
industry require new skills and adequate techniques for the proper main
tenance and repair of these vehicles, and require a large number of teachers
to train the persons for the jobs.
Providing personnel to work in the automotive industry and
training others so that they may eventually take their place in the
profession is a major problem,
A partial solution of this problem will be furnished by the
secondary schools and colleges offering technical education in automotive
science. This specialized education must be dynamic and intensive in
quality as well as quantity.

It is against such a point of view that the

automotive science program at Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical
College will be studied in this thesis.
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It wa3 the writer's feelings that the present Automotive Science
Program at Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas needs
re-organizing in order to be able to perform a more adequate job of pre
paring students to take their places either in the automobile industry or
in the teaching profession.
Subordinate to this preposition, the writer feels that* (l) the
college-trained graduate in automotive science should be much better pre
pared than the high school graduate who focused his vocational training on
the basic 3kHl3 of automobile mechanics| and (2) providing skilled tech
nicians for the automotive industry as well as vocational teachers of
automobile mechanics in public schools should also be a function of colleges
and universities.
Purpose of the Study
This study was made for the purpose of determining the present
status of and the possible need for the re-organization of the Autcsaotive
Science Department at Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College,
More specifically, the objective was to gather information which would
provide answers to the following questionsJ
1. What do authorities in the field of vocational and industrial
education regard as an adequate automotive science program?
2. What does current literature in the field of automotive
science suggest as an adequate program far the area?
3. What suggestions does the automotive industry
regard to the content of an adequate program for the area.

t?ith
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It. What are the general practices in the automotive science
divisions (or departments) of several selected colleges and universities
in the United States with regard to:
a.

Objective

b. Student Personnel Services
c.

Instructional Program

d.

Instructional Material

e. Administrative and Instructional Staff
f. Physicial Facilities
g.

Operating Cost

£. What is the current status of the Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechanical College Automotive Science Program in light of the fore
going questions, and is there need for re-organization?
Procedure
In order to determine what adjustments, if any, were needed in
the Prairie View Program, to provide effective instruction for the Auto
motive Sciences, the following procedure was adopted?
1. Authorities In the field of vocational and industrial educa
tion were contacted by l e t t e r i n order t o secure their suggestions f a r
such programs.
2. The literature in the field of automotive science, re
presented by publications found in the W» R, Banks Library, the San
Antonio Library and the Landa Library was reviewed in order to de
termine what these sources recommended as constituting a desirable

h
program in this area. Also reviewed were other publications, including
the Southern Automotive Journal, the Report of the Automotive IndustryVocational Education Conference and several publications of various
State Department of Public Instruction,
3, Letters were also forwarded to selected authorities in the
automotive industry an order to obtain references pertinent to the question
of effective automotive science instruction for educational institutions.
li. Forty questionnaires developed by the writer wore forwarded
to various colleges and universities in order to determine the extent of
their programs.
5, The Prairie View Automotive Science Program was reviewed
in relation to its objectives, student personnel services, curriculum
content, instructional program, finance, physical facilities and in
structional staff in light of the suggestions obtained, if any, to deter
mine what changes appeared necessary in order to raise the Prairie View
Program to desirable standards. Recommendations were then proposed, de
signed to provide a type of program adequate for the preparation of qualified
students for this expanding field.
Importance of the Stu<y
This paper assumes importance since it represents one of the
initial attempts made at any college to assess the value of its auto
motive science program with relation to preparing its students for work
with industry and for teaching. Furthermore, significant findings nay
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result from, this study which will serve as a basis for iraproverient in the
current program in Automotive Science offered by Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechanical College,
Scope of the Study
This study* was limited to consideration of degree-wanting and
terminal programs of automotive science in

organized senior colleges

and universities. When speaking of the automotive science program, only
the following elements were included:

objective, student personnel ser

vice, instructional program* instructional material, staff, physical
facilities and operating cost.
Source of Data
The data in this study represent a sampling of the literature
in the field of automotive education} responses to questionnaires} in
terviews with persons directly working in the automobile industry*} an
appraisal of the catalogues and bulletins of various schools of higher
education} letters from authorities in the automotive industry and libraryreference material from the W. R, Banks Library, Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Texas, the San Antonio Public Library and the
Landa Library, both of San Antonio, Texas,
Definition of Terms
In thin study, the following terras will be used as here
defined:
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1, "Senior Colleges and Universities," refer to any accredited
four year, degree-granting institution, either public or private,
2, "Terminal Curricula" neans any curricula of college grade,
less than four years in length, that have as their primary objective the
preparation of the student for entering successfully into an occupation,
3, "Automotive Science," as referred to in this paper is de
signed to imply those studies related to the maintenance, operation and
repair of automotive vehicles.

CHAPTER II

STATUS OF AUTOMOTIVE SCIENCE IN SELECTED
COILBGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Believing that automotive science has a definite and important part
to the college and university cnarrtoulwi, and that Pradri© View Agricultural
and Mechanical College Department of Automotive Science seeds reconstruc
tion in order to be called adequate, the writer proceeded to gather in
formation from other colleges and universities throughout the United States.
This procedure was used to the belief that a basis for the reorganization
of the Prairie View Automotive Science Probata could be established. In
order to secure the desired information, the writer prepared a questionnaire
seeking answers from selected colleges and universities regarding the follow
ing aspects of their automotive science programs* (l) the objective of the
programj (2) student personnel serviceaj (3) the instructional program!
(1*5 instructional materials! (5) the administrative and instructional staffs
(6) physical facilities! (?) operating cost of the program.
Forty institutions were selected and questionnaires were mailed to
each. Of the forty questionnaires smiled, five were returned unclaimed.
Twenty-nine were answered and returned and six made no response. Of the
twenty-nine responses received, the writer felt that answers given ty
eight respondents could not be classified as pertaining to automotive
*

science nor as closely related to automotive science.
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*

Therefore,

8

the eight responses were not included in this study.

The following findings

include the data tabulated from the remaining twenty-one questionnaires.
Objectives of the Program
The responding colleges and universities indicated the following
with respect to the objectives of their automotive science program
thirteen of the twenty-one reporting institutions prepared students for
industry) seventeen had industrial arts programs only) and eight included
driver education programs (see Table 1).
TABLE 1
OBJECTIVES OF TBI AUTtEIOTIVE SCIENCE PROGRAM
IN SELECTED COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Objectives

Yes

No

Preparation for Industry

8

13

17

k

8

13

Industrial Arts Training
Only

Program Includes Driver
Education

These results indicated that definite and well-defined programs
in automotive science were offered in the selected institutions which
participated in this study.

Their automotive science programs varied

with respect to the objectives of the programs) students were prepared
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for industry} they were prepared for teaching automotive science in in
dustrial arts programs, and driver education often served to supplement
one or both of the programs.
Student Personnel Services
/mother area of Importance in any acceptable education program
is that of Student Personnel Services, Three areas of student personnel
orvices were surveyed among the schools sampled, namely* (l) method of
recruitment} (2) admission requirements as basis for student selection
and (3) guidance, placement and follow-up services.
I-fethod of Recommitment
Of the total number of schools responding to the questionnaire,
fourteen U3ed public school visitations to recruit students} ten used
the open house method} twelve contacted students through alumni} fourteen
sent publications to high schools} ten used planned recruiting visits}
twelve advertised by various methods} nine used on and off-carpus guidance
services} and twelve held educational conferences on their campuses
(see Table 2). The,two most popular methods of recruitment were public
school visitations and publications to high schools. Contacting students
through alumni, advertisement and educational conferences held on campus
was the second most popular method of recruiting students.
Student Admissions
Ifethods used by the various colleges and universities in admitt
ing students to their automotive science programs were as follows* twelve
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used sees restrictions^ none had a minimum age limitj all had a maximum age
limitj fourteen admitted high school graduates onlyj and sixteen admitted
elementary school graduates (see Table 3 ) .
TABLE 2
METHODS OF RECRUITMENT USED BY SELECTED COLLEGES
AMD UNIVERSITIES IN SECURING STUDENTS FOR
THEIR AUTOMOTIVE SCIENCE PROGRAM

Method of Recruitment

Yea

No

Public School Visitations

lit

7

Open House to Public

10

11

Contact Through Alumni

12

9

Publications to High Schools

lit

7

Planned Recruiting Visits

10

11

Advertisement

12

9

9

12

12

! ?

0

21

On and Off Campus Guidance
Service
Educational Conferences held
on Campus
Others

These findings indicated that automotive science was considered
a program for men only. Apparently age was not a factor, except that
an applicant could be considered too old. For the most part, high school
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graduates were preferred, however, there were colleges and universities
which admitted persons with only an elementary school education to their
automotive science programs,
TABLE 3
THE BASIS FOR STUDENT SELECTION OF THE
INSTITUTIONS SAMPLED

Requirements

Tes Mo

Sex Restrictions

12

9

Minimum Age

0

21

Maximum Age

21

0

High School Graduate

Ik

7

Elementary School Graduate

16

5

Guidance, Placement and
Follow-Up Services'
In the replies to this phase of the questionnaire, it was found
that sixteen colleges and universities had guidance and follow-up services;
twelve were supervised and/or coordinated with the Industrial Education
program and/or Division; thirteen provided counseling in relation to
personal problems of the students; sixteen encompassed a placement service;
thirteen had a follcw-up program but only four used the follow-up reports
i n any phase of the automotive program (see Table k)»
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TABLE k
GUIDANCE, PLACEMENT AND FOLLCW.UP SERVICES RELATED TO
THE AUTOMOTIVE SCIENCE PROGRAM HI SELECTED
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Item

Yes

Guidance by or Coordinated by
I. E. Division

16

Counseling for Selection
Admission

No

' '

13

8

Counseling Relating to
Personal Problem

16

5

Counseling and Guidance
Related to Course Progress

13

8

Placement Service

16

$

Follaj-Up Program

13

8

h

1?

Use of Fellow-Up Reports

Instructional Program
Glass Size
Colleges and universities surveyed agreed upon an undetermined
minimum to a maximum of thirty students depending upon the nature of the
class. Colleges and departmental regulations required a minimum of twelve
students. The colleges and universities surveyed further agreed upon the
length of class periods to be eighteen weeks per semester.
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Teaching; Load
An attempt to determine the teaching load of the various auto
motive science departments in selected colleges and universities resulted
in inconclusive evidence. The writer drew this conclusion, because ten
of the institutions listed fifty as an average class load} the remaining
eleven reported from fifty to a maximum of seventy-five.
Instructional Areas
The instructional areas utilized by the institutions surveyed for
information regarding their automotive science program were scattered over
nine different areas. Eighteen of the institutions offered instruction in
fuel systemsj seventeen on the chassis} eighteen taught electricial systems}
eighteen taught engine overhauls} fifteen had garage practice areas} fifteen
had tools and supplies} twelve had driver education} eleven body fender re
pair} and six had paint and trim, (see Table 5).
TABLE 5

INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS HI AUTOMOTIVE SCIENCE AT WENTY-CKE
SELECTED COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Area

Yes

No

Fuel Systems
Chassis

18
17

3
k

Electrical Systems
Engine Overhauls
Garage Practice Areas
Tools and Supplies

18
18

3
3
6
6

Driver Education
Body and. Fender Repair
Paint and Trim

15
15
12
11
6

9
10
15

m

Instructional Materials
Several types of instructional aids were listed by the in
stitutions surveyed. The list submitted included audio-visual aids
provided by sixteen of the twenty-one schools j sixteen, specification
manualsj and fifteen had departmental libraries,

(see Table 6).

TABLE 6
BJSTRUCTIGNAL AIDS USED HI TEACHING AUTOMOTIVE SCIENCE
AT T.7ENTY-GHE SELECTED COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

No

Types of Aids Used

Yes

Audio-visual Aids

lb

7

Charts and Films

»

$

Specification Manuals

16

$

Adequate Library Budget

lb

7

8

13

IS

6

Library Budget included in
the Department Budget
Departmental Library

|1

The instructional aids available for automotive science in
struction appeared to cover a wide range in the colleges and universities
responding to the questionnaire. They included audio-visual aids and
specification manuals.
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Consumable Supplies for
Student Training
The effort to discover the source of consumable supplies for
student training revealed that in eleven schools students furnished their
cwn suppliesj ten schools provided the supplies from the departmental bud
get.
The problem of consumable supplies utilized for instructional
purposes seemed to be almost equally distributed between two methods »
(1) with the students providing their own in a fraction of more than half
of the schools and (2) in almost half the cases the supplies were furnished
from departmental budgets. The particular policy followed did not clarify
whether the vehicles being maintained were school property or whether they
were privately owned.
The Administrative and Instructional Staff
Size
The survey indicated that of the schools sampled, eleven had
two staff members in the department of the automotive science; five in
stitutions had six staff members; and four had four staff members.

Ob

viously the varying size of staff depended upon the number of students
enrolled, and the scope of the program undertaken by the department.
Educational Preparation
The educational preparation of the staff members of the various
schools* automotive science department ranged from no degree to the
doctoral degree. Four schools had staff members with the doctoral degree;
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nine had staff members who held master's degree J four institutions
had automotive science departments in which staff members held bachelor's
degrees only; and four included men on the staff in the automotive science
department who held no degree,
Mary factors were operative in the selection of staff members,
including the availability of staff members with the required academic
backgrounds, the types of programs offered, as well as the requirements of
the various regional accrediting associations.
Teaching Experience

.yy

The average teaching experience of the staff marifcxas in auto
motive science departments in the selected colleges and universities
ranged from ten to thirty years in the field, and from ten to thirty
years in teaching experience. This suggested that staff selections
were evidently made en the basis of both experience and academic back
ground.
Trade Experience
The survey of staff experience indicated that the staff members'
trade experiences ranged from ten to thirty years. The teaching ex
periences of the staff members in the several institutions ranged from
ten to twenty-five years.
Procedure for Selecting
Staff Ifembera
Most of the responding schools surveyed failed to indicate the
procedure used in selecting staff members.

However, two of the in

stitutions stated that selections were made by the president.
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Procedure for Promoting
Otaff jlcribor3
'
Hone of the reporting colleges and universities indicated their
procedure for promoting staff members.
Procedure far Dismissing
Staff '-embers ' '
The reporting colleges and universities failed to indicate the
procedures by which members of their automotive science departments were
dismissed.
Tenure
The item inquiring of tenure policies at the colleges and uni
versities of the various institutions was not responded to by any of
the institutions surveyed.
Procedure for Up-Grading
?Ee otaff
*
The procedures used in up-grading and continuing the educational,
technical and professional development of the staff were not listed by
eighteen of the colleges and universities responding to the questionnaire.
Three institutions, however, listed sabbatical leave as a procedure used.
It is obvious from the six foregoing paragraphs that the colleges
and universities responding to the questionnaire did not go into detail,
at all concerning the administrative and instructional staff of the auto
motive science departments. The writer concluded, therefore that the in
formation was considered restricted or that the respondents did not wish
to take the time to make the replies requested.
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Physical Facilities
The questionnaire submitted to the various institutions raised
the question as to the nature of the physical facilities provided for
the automotive science shop. The results of this portion of the survey
included the following specifications regarding the physical aspects of
the shop*
length* Eleven said sixty feet J ten said ninety feet.
Height: Eleven 3aid eighteen feetj ten said fifteen feet,
Width*

Nine said fifty feetj twelve said sixty feet.

Ventilations: Ten used mechanical and eleven used natural
ventilation.
Heating* Seventeen had central and four had individual heating,
Clean-Hp Facilities* Twenty provided and one did not have
clean-up facilities.
Window Space* Eight had thirty-five per cent and tlxirteen
had forty per cent.
It was apparent, therefore, that a variety of physical facilities
existed among the institutions' automotive science departments. Varia
tions existed in all areas of plants which housed the programs. These
differences were possibly the result of budgetary matters or of the ex
tent of the programs undertaken. Generally, the following specifications
represented the majority findings with regard to physical facilities of
the automotive science shops:
Length* sixty feet.

Heights

Width*

Ventilation*

Heat ing*

sixty feet.
central

Window Spaces

forty per cent

eighteen feet.
mechanical or
natural.

Clean-Up Facilities*

available.
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Laboratory Equipment
In an effort to determine the types of equipment used by the
selected colleges and universities in their automotive science programs,
a question was raised in regard to the use of major types of equipment
related to instruction in the following areas:

chassis? fuel system?

engines? electrical systems? garages? body and fender repair and driver
education. The answers to these questions are reported in Table ?•
(see Table 7).
Finance
Salaries
The salaries of departmental chairmen employed in the field at
various institutions ranged between £4,000 per year to £>34,000 per year?
the salaries of professors from £6,000 to £10,000 per year? salaries of
assistant professors from £4,500 to O?,500 per year? salaries of in
structors from £3,600 to £4,500 per year? and the salaries of assistant
instructors from £3,000 to £3,600 per year.
The salaries paid to the various staff members were based upon
professional rank with the range extending frcra a minimum of £3,000 to
£3,600 per year for assistant instructors to a maximum of $14,000 per
year for same departmental chairmen. The salaries also varied accord
ing to the institutions and to the cities which constitute the major
automotive centers in the United States.
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TABLE 7
CATEGORIES AND TYPES OF EQUIPMENT USED IN AUTOMOTIVE SCIENCE
PROGRAMS IN SELECTED COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Yes

No

Nheel Alignment Equipment

16

5

Wheel Balancers

21

0

8

13

11

10

IS

6

Valve Refacing Machines

17

k

Boring Bar

12

9

Connecting Red Aligner

11

10

Cylinder Hone

16

$

Pin Honing Machine

1h

7

Engines for Lab. Training

16

Category and Types of Equipment Used

CHASSIS

Brake Machine
Drum Lathe
FUEL SYSTEM
Fuel System Testing Equipment
ENGINES

5

16

Generator and Voltage Reg.
Tester

17

h

Battery Tester

17

h

Dynamometer Engines
ELECTRICAL

21

TABLE 7-Continued

Yes

Ho

Growler

17

k

Coil and Condenser Tester

16

5

Spark Plug Tester

16

$

Distributor Tester

18

3

8

13

hydraulic Lift

13

8

Motor Analyzer

18

3

Head light Tester

12

9

Arbor Pres3

16

5
13

Category and Types of Equipment Used
ELECTRICAL

GARAGE
Chassis lynamometer

Brake Testing Equipment

8

BOD? AND FENDER
Porter Power

9

12
6

Spray Gun
Sanding Machine

15
13

Welding Equipment

17

k

6

15

17

k

Air Hammer
Air Cempresscar

8

DRIVER EDUCATION

Psycho-Physicial Test Equipment

8

13

Autos for Student Driving

9

12
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Budgets for Training Aids
Eighteen of the twenty-one colleges and universities surveyed
did not have budgets or budgetary provisions for training aids to be
used by their automotive science departments. An attempt was made to
determine the size of such budgets but no replies were submitted.
Cost of Operation
The eo3tsof physical operations of the institutions surveyed
were not listed.
The institutions surveyed failed to answer the questions con
cerning cost of operating their physical plant.

CHAPTER III
A BASIS FOR THE RECCtJSTRUCTICSI OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SCIEUCE
PROGRAM AT PRAIRIE VIST A. & M. COLLEGE

It is reasonable to assume that, periodically, institutions and
departments evaluate their programs of instruction in order to determine
whether they are serving the purposes for which they were designed* They
should be examined also to determine the extent to which the programs
compare with the requirements of the field, as well as with similar
programs in existence which propose to provide the same instruction.
With such a purpose in mind, an effort has been made to review,
compile and consolidate recommendations of authorities in the field of
Automotive Science Instruction, Vocational Education, and General Educa
tional Administration in an attempt to construct, from these authorities,
what might be considered standards for an ideal program to fit present
professional and industrial needs in automotive science.
Based upon recommendations of authorities and available liter
ature, in the various automotive and educational fields, the foilowing
standards for establishing an ideal program of automotive science were
set fourth.
Objectives
The objectives of a program in automotive science should be
as follows J
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1. To develop personnel for employment in the various activities
of the automotive industry.
2. To develop summer workshops to provide further vocational
training with the inclusion of a cooperative program.
3. To provide teachers to teach automotive courses and driver
education at the high school and college levels.
Student Personnel Services
Policies governing student personnel services 3hould be
as follows}
Student Admission
Only tho33 students should be admitted who can profit from the
offerings of the program. Selection should be made without regard to
sex. The educational entrance requirement should be (l) high school
graduation or the equivalent or (2) with admission baaed upon the regular
college entrance examinations required by the college. The general phy
sical standards of the student should not be lower than forty per cent
disability. The student should possess suitable physical ability to
progress successfully in the area of which his major work is done. The
student should possess sound mental and social maturity, and should be of
acceptable moral character.
Recruitment
Students should be recruited from various diversified areas and
by many different methods. Recruitment methods should include: (a) visits
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to the public schools by automotive authorities and college representa
tives] (b) open house programs] (c) contacts through alumni] (d) planned
recruiting visits by responsible school personnel] (e) distribution of
publications to high schools] (f) on and off-campus guidance services]
(g) educational conferences] and (h) use of the various mediums of adver
tising which may include radio, television, newspapers, magazines, brochures,
and the like.
Guidance. Placement and
1 oi'low--. p '"ox-vice's
Schools in recent years emphasize and place foremost in importance
the programs offering guidance, placement and follow-up services. The
various services offered in these areas should be as follows!
1, Guidance t The guidance program maintained by the school should
provide a testing program designed to ascertain measures of information re
lating to the student's physical condition, intelligence, aptitude, in
terest, social and emotional adjustment and personality development.
Counseling and guidance should be of continuous nature and should relate
to both educational and personal adjustment, A departmental guidance
program is highly desirable for the specific areas involved. This would
include services specifically designed to meet departmental demands cor
related with those of the over-all guidance program of the college,
2,

Placement! The over-all college program should provide

placement services. The college placement program should also include
services either at the divisional or departmental level. The services
should include official contacts with personnel departments of industry
and other institutions of learning. Services should be well established
to serve as a bridge between graduates of the school and the job.
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3. Follow-Up»

A follow-up program, should be maintained by the

college or the department to keep a constant check on graduates of the
department for at least cane year after graduation. This service would
provide the department with information relating to strengths and/or
weaknesses of its graduates. Adjustments could then be made in the
instructional program In keeping with or based upon the apparent needs and
rtonnnris of industry. The service could further include contacts with

former graduates in advanced positions in the industry and serve as a
clearing house to introduce experienced graduates to advanced jobs or
positions.
Instructional Program
Organization
The instructional program should be functional and should serve
the various instructional needs of the students and the demands of the
automotive industry. The curriculum should be constructed so as to de
velop good citizens as well as good candidates for successful careers in
the automotive services of teaching. Several program or curriculum arr
angements may be possible. Generally, these programs would be designed
to accomodate (l) those candidates going directly into industry from
school, either with four years or less than four years of training and
(2) those who are preparing to become teachers of various courses in
cumbering automotive science, dieted below are two programs which were
suggested as standards illustrating adequate programs in automotive science.
An example of the curriculum used in the four-year program found
at Wayne University is outlined.
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Automotive Science Curriculum
Wayne University, Detroit, Ifichigan"
First Year
Semester Hours

Courses
Freshman Composition
Algebra
General Physics
The Gasoline Automobile
Basic Drafting Techniques .................
Basketball and Wrestling or
Volleyball
•
Qrientation

^

2

J

Second Semester
Freshman Corpositioffi
Plane Geometry
General Physics
Heat'Engines
Flam. Caa Welding & Soldering
Physical Education (Elective)

j*
£
1

Sassier
Cooperative Work»3budy in Industry ••«••*«.
Individual Hygiene

^

Second Tear
htaerical Trigonometry
Contemporary Society
Cocperative Work-Stucty" in Industry ........

h
h

Second Semester
English (Elective)
Effective Speech
Contemporary Society
Automotive Laboratory Techniques ..........
Survey of Industrial Education
Survey of Public Education

3

"Automotive Industry-Vocational Conference, Standards xor
Automotive Instruction in Schools; Detroit! Automobile Manufactures
Association, January, 1956, p. Yd.
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Sunnier
Cooperative Work-Stucty- in Industry
"t-'-chin® '-hop

«•

li
2

Third Year
Introductory Psychology
Trade, Job, or Activity Analysis
Cooperative Hork»3budy in Industry ............

3
2
it

Second Semester
Humanities Survey
Automotive Electrical System
Automotive Service ...........................
Preparing Instructional Materials ............
Methods and Materials of Instruction
in Industrial Education
Tests in Vocational Subjects .................

6
2
2
2

Sumner
Modern Techniques of Servicing the
Automobile Chassis

6

Fourth Year
Psychology of Childhood and
Adolescence
Student Teaching
tfethods of Teaching Trade Subjects .........
Principles of Vocational Education
Electives in Minors

2
3
2
2
3

Second Semester
Psychology of Childhood and
Adolescence
Course Construction
Student Teaching
Shop Organization and Management
Electives in Minors ...,

2
2
3
2
3
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The Two-Year Program
An example of a functional terminal program at the college level
was that provided in the Automotive Science Program at Tuskegee Institute.
It is reproduced below.
FIRST YEAR

Quarter Hours
Subjects

Fall

English 101, 102, 103
3
Mathematics 101, 102, 103
3
Biolofy (Human), ICQ.
Orientation 121, 122, 123
2
Drawing 162
3
Technical Sketching 163
Applied Drawing 161}.
Auto Maintenance 101
(Mechanical Processes)
Auto Maintenance, 102
Principal and Maintenance
Auto Maintenance, 103
(Chassis Maintenance)
Auto Maintenance, 100 (Bench
Work)
Auto Maintenance, 106
(Maintenance Service)
Auto Maintenance 110
(Chassis Constr. Serv.)
Auto Maintenance, 125, 126
(Ind. Practice)
2

2The

Winter Spring
3
3

3
3

1

1

3

3
3

3
3
3
2
2
2

2

Tuskegee Institute Bulletin, Vol. XLVI, No. 1, February,
1953, PP. Ihh - 11*5.
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SECOND YEAR

Quarter Hours

Subjects
Economics, 2h7, 2U8, 2h9
(Gen. Trade Lectures)
Business Management, 2l+3
Auto Maintenance, 238
(Engine Constr.)
Auto Maintenance, 2b2
(ELec, Prin. & System)
Auto Maintenance, 2l>3
(Generators & Batteries)
Auto Maintenance, 239
(Engine Constr. Lab.)
Auto Maintenance, 2lt5, 2l*6
(Tests & Adjustments)
Auto Maintenance 228, 229,
230 (Ind. Practice)
or Auto Beauty Re
conditioning

Fall

Winter Spring

2
3

2

2

3
3
3

2

8

2

2

8

8

In comparing automotive facilities and programs with Prairie
View College we found them quite inconsistent. This indicated a need
for a reorganized automotive department at Prairie View College.
The Driver Education Program
Our investigation showed no school to have a specialized curriculum
in driver education. Those schools that included driver education in their
automotive programs offered the following accepted coursest
1. Practical: A course designed to teach the beginner the
mechanics of driving and the rules, regulations and provisions necessary
for obtaining a state driver*s license.
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2, Teachings

A course designed to teach licensed drivers

proper procedures necessary to teach driver education and to obtain
necessary certification.
Class Size
Tools, work stations, facilities and shop organization are all
factors which must be considered in the determination of the number of
students which should comprise each class. The Texas State Approval
3
Agency sets the maximum class size at twenty students per class per teacher.

Other agencies permit as many as thirty-one students per class depending
upon the conditions, availability and practicability of facilities,1" Re
view of the data established the consensus that an ideal class size in
automotive science was twenty-five students. The maximum class size should
be thirty students and the minimum class size should be twelve students.
Length of Class Periods
Some college programs operate on the quarter systemj twelve weeks
per quarter for thirty-sis: weeks per year.

Others operate on the semester

systeraj eighteen weeks per semester for thirty-six weeks per year. Our
investigations showed the semester system to be the one U3ed by the over
whelming majority.

Our standards then accepted the semester system feu*

operation. The automotive science program then 3hould operate on the

%tate Approval Agency for Veterans Education, Standards for
Vocational Schools Training Veterans Under Public Law 3U6, Austin, fetas:
September 15, 19k7t p, 6
^Albert J, Huggett and T, M, Stinnett, Professional Problems
of Teachers, New YorkJ The Macia.llan Company, 1956, p. £21.
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semester system} two semesters per year} eighteen weeks per semester.
The length of the class periods then would also be eighteen weeks in
duration. A further breakdown of class periods should be as follows>
1. Lecture Periods t

One recitation or lecture per week for

eighteen weeks should represent one semester hour.
2. Lab. or Practice Periods J

Three laboratory or practice

hours per week for eighteen weeks should represent one semester hour.
Teaching Loads
Various factors which would include assignments, number of
classes, student capabilities, teacher competencies or other respon
sibilities, would affect the teacher's work load. Standards governing
his major responsibilities should be as follows J
1. Glass Loads

Five classes per week plus one other major

instructional or conroittee assignment.
2. Student Loads

Each class should contain from a minimum

of twelve to a maximum of thirty students.
3. Work Weeks

The average work week should be forty hours

per week. This would include class sessions, office hours, conference
hours, committee work and periods for professional improvement.
it.

Department Heads

The automotive science department should

have a department head whose teaching load should be sufficiently flexible
to permit his supervisory responsibilities to be carried on with a maximum
of efficiency and effectiveness.^

^national Education Association Research Division, "Teaching Load
in 1950," Research Bulletin, February, 1951, Vol. 2, pp. 1 - 59.
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Instructional Material
No educational program can be operated effectively without adequate
instructional materials of quality and quantity. Factors and agencies
affecting the supply and storage of these materials should be studied and
the division should be encouraged to procure and have available all of the
materials needed by the automotive department for instructional purposes.
Some of the facilities which must be provided if the program is to be
effective are as follows:
Library
The college library should house generally those materials which
will contribute to the student's general educational growth and develop
ment,

Adequate supplies of printed materials, such as journals, books,

film, periodicals and magazines should be on hand. A departmental or
divisional library should house those highly specialized materials 5
those materials peculiar only to automotive science and the automotive
industry. Trade journals, books, film,periodicals, magazines, and. audio
visual aids would be more accessible to the student if housed in the
departmental library.
Teaching Aids
Teaching principles indicate that seventy-five to eighty-five per
cent of learning takes place through sight.

In the light of this, teaching

methods should include as many visual instructional or teaching aids as
possible. The quality of teaching aids should be of lasting endurance.
An automotive science program should have at the command of the teacher
the following»

3k
1.

Charts, Graphs and Diagrams

2.

Cut-a-way Automotive Units

3. Plastic and !Iock»Up Units
h»

Film strips, slides and other
audio-vistual aids

$»

Instructional Sheets

6, A classroom or projection room should
be available for effective use of the
above materials
Glees and Shop Organicatlon
The classes and shops should be organised in the necessary
and desirable fashion® for a more effective use of time, facilities and
materials. Pupil personnel charts should be utilized mad assignments
made to students as an aid to instruction. Effective use of this
tedinique also provides for pupil growth and acceptance of responsibility.
The Instructional Staff
The first and paramount consideration given to an educational
or training program should be the procurement of a cor<petent instructional
staff. Various qualifications must be considered in the selection of
staff members. Factors to consider regarding staff mashers are*
1, Size* lie size of the staff should be one staff member far
every eighteen pupils enrolled in the program,
2, ffethod. of Selection* The most recent practice in the selection
of staff members is that of group selection. This method includes in
viting the best qualified applicants to the cairpus where they visit for
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a period of one day or more. They visit and meet the faculty concerned
and the authorities. From the candidates that are still interested at
the end of this inspection period, the staff will recomend to the de
partmental or divisional head the one who appears most likely to fit into
the particular program involved.
3, Qualifications} The following represents minimum qualifi
cations of the staff members of an automotive science program at the
college levelt
A. Teachers:
(1) Educational Preparations Each teacher should
have the earned master's degree in an industrial or
related field.
(2) Teaching Experience: A teacher should not be
hired on a permanent basis until he has acquired at
least three years of successful teaching experience.
(3) Trade Experience: A teacher should not be hired
unless he has had at least three years of full tame
experience working at the trade.
B.

Department Head:
(1) Educational Preparation: the department head
should have the earned master'3 degree with pre
paration in administrative, supervisory or personnel
work.
(2) Teaching Experience: The department head should
have at least five years teaching experience with at
least three at the institution of present employment.
(3) Trade Experience: At least five years of full
time experience working at the trade.
(ii) Any combination of educational teaching or trade
experiences may be evaluated and be added up to ten years.

%Uggett and Sinnett, Og. Cat., p. 50.
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Promotion ?

Various methods are used to determine the

promotion of a staff member from one position to another.
three methods widely used and generally recommended.

There are

Qualifications

being equal, they range in importance from seniority, merit and the under
study. This would suggest that either one, or a combination of the three
7

should be used to determine promotions in the automotive science department.
2.

Retention, Tenure and Dismissalt

Lilce industry, school

authorities have found that generally the provision of job continuity for
employees has a two-fold advantage?

(a) it gives employees a feeling of

security and permanence in their positions, and (b) it results in greater
efficiency on the job.
A.

Retention?
A teacher should be retained by the institution after
a three year probationary period if his services have
been satisfactory in the following respects? (l)
evidences of professional c
to the school and program}
satisfactory in professional, gewiwu tutu

B. Tenure?
Tenure properly defined is the legal method by which
teachers are given security in positions during
efficient service. The automotive science program
should award tenure of the continuing typef continu
ing tenure should start with a three-year probationary
period which should be followed by an indeterminate
contract. 9
C.

Dismissal:
Dismissal ih*om positions should be made on the basis
of ary one or any combination of the following reasons?

lEfflin company, 1951, p# 395.
8Ibid.,

p. 3

9lbid., p. 312.
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(1) incompetences (2) misconducts (3) unprofessional
conducts (10 failure to comply with regulationss
(5) neglect of duty; (6) the best interest of the
schools (7) insubordinations (8) immorality* V9;
decreased attendance! (XO) any cause that renders
a teacher's services unprofitable.
Final action should be taken by the personnel director or the

10

appropriately designated school authority.

Physical Facilities
In keeping with the Standards for Automotive Service Instruction
In Schools» most teachers will agree that the ideal automotive mechanics
department should have several rooms arranged for complete classes in
major divisions of the automotive subjects. Such a plan can only be pro
vided in schools with a large automotive mechanics department. The muLtirocn

elan is based on subject matter divisions and corre spending room

facilities as followsi
Unit 1. Automotive Hand Tool Shop
Unit 2, Automotive Chassis Shop (may include
automotive transmissions)
Unit 3. Automotive Electrical Shop
Unit It. Automotive Engine Shop
Unit 5. Automotive Service Shop (may include welding
and minor body repair)
Unit 1.
Specifications Recommended for Hand Tool Shops Size Is 2000
square feet for twenty-five students. The minimum is 1200 square feetj

10nrvin

ifew larki

E. Lewis, Personal problems for the Teaching Staff,
The Century Company, 1925, p. 212.
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as there will be scrae pounding and other noise in this shop, it should
not be immediately adjacent to a classroom*

It is desired that all auto

motive shop rooms be located on the level in one wing, if possible*

Figure

1, page 391 outlines details of unit 1,
Entrance and Doors: The entrance should be a double door, five
feet opening minimum and seven feet in height.
with panic bars.

Doors should be equipped

At least two entrances to the shop should be provided

as thin practice will reduce the hazard in case of fire.
Floor; Blocks-on-end or five-quarter maple over concrete con
struction is recommended.

If heat treating, forging, or welding are to

be included, a concrete area for these activities must be provided.

Since

power tools, grinder and drill press used in this area are light in weight,
no special floor construction will be necessary.
Windows;
forced glass.

Windows should have steel sash glazed with wire rein

Glass bricks may be used for not over seventy-five per

cent of the window area.

Sky-lights are not recommended.

Windows of

the fixed type are preferred, provided adequate mechanical ventilation
is used. The east, south and west exposures are best fitted with heat
reflecting green-blue double-glazed glass.

All windows should extend

from approximately four feet above the floor as high as possible for
maximum natural lighting.
Electrical Outlets;

The following electrical outlets are the

minimum requirements for the shop;
Two 220V 2 phase circuit for Drill Presses
Two 220V 3 phase circuit for Floor Grinders
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Two 110V single phase 1000 watt capacity for Electric Drills,
Valve Grinders, Soldering Coopers and mis
cellaneous electrical tools
One 110V single phase outlet far projectors
Lighting: Direct lighting system should provide a minimum of
fifty foot candles and thirty feet above the floor level.
type lighting is preferred.

Hot cathode

It is recommended that smaller light sources

of greater distribution be used. Flourescent lighting is acceptable.

If

incandescent bulbs are used, a diffusing class globe is recommended. Ben
ches along the dark wall should be supplied with additional illumination.
Water: Water and drains should be provided for the quencing tank,
drinking fountain and student washing facilities. Adjustable hot and cold
water outlets should be provided at the wash basins.
Gas-in: In areas where artificial or natural gas is available,
provisions should be made to bring gas into the room for soldering furnace
and heat treating furnace.
Heating and Ventilation: The usual room ventilation of twenty
to thirty cubic feet per minute per student will be sufficient for this
room.

If fumes from furnaces are to be controlled, a hood and an exhaust

fan should be used to ventilate these spaces. The regular heating provided
for the remainder of the building should be satisfactory in this room.
Clocks and Bells: A clearly visible electric clock big enough to
be easily read from all parts of the shop should be put up in a convenient
place. A special electrically operated bell, controlled from the tool crib
should be installed to provide means for giving change signal.

la

Compressed Ajr>

Compressed air may be brought into the room

for torch soldering and air nozzles, if desired.
Tool Crlbi The tool crib should be arranged along a wall without
outside windows. The crib should be rectangular in shape, not less than
eight feet wide said twelve to sixteen feet long, constructed of steel and
wire mesh. The open side should have counter height shelving without doors,
and metal screening should completely enclose the remainder of the tool
crib.

If the crib is provided with substantial ceiling structure, storage

facilities may be installed over the tool crib. In order to save floor
space, some communities may wish to use the space over the tool crib for
student lockers and washing facilities. The tool window should be over
the counter. The entrance door should be beside the tool window or as
close to it as possible. A work bench station with air and electrical
outlets should be provided in order that the maintenance of tools by the
tool bey may be afforded*

The tool crib must be well lighted (fifty foot

candles at the tool boards).

Provisions for storing oil and grease are

important.
Interior Trim and Purrdt/ure;

Interior walls should be of glazed

light-colored brick with black mortar or soma other smooth ceramic sur
face for a height of not less than eight feet. The remainder of the
structure should be of fireproof materials. Facilities should be provided
for seating a class and for blackboard space. Projector, screen, teacher's
desk and files, and lockers should be provided for storage of students'
clothes. This is best done in a locker room with a washing facility!
wash basins with hot and cold water should be provided for student use and
should be located near the seating space.

U2

Unit 2.
Specification Recommended far The Automotive Chassis Shop*
Figure 2, page h3j outlines details of unit 2.
Areai

The shop should be forty by sixty feet, with 2U00 square

feet minimum. The recommended size is 3000 square feet.
Entrance and Doorst

It is recommended that both the chassis

shop and the engine shop be adjacent to the service shop (garage) and
connected by suitable doors or a passageway through which a car may easily
be driven. The monorail system should extend into the room.
Floors The floor should be made of two-course concrete with an
air entraining additive. It is suggested that a light-colored cement and
light-colored sand be used. It is important to secure a guarantee against
dusting (obtained by correctly mixing and curing the cement).
Windows should have steel sash glazed with wire-reinforced
glass. Glass bricks may be used for not over seventy-five per cent of the
window area. Sky-lights are not recommended, Windows of the fixed type
are preferred, provided adequate mechanical ventilation is teed.

The

east, south, and west exposures are best fitted with heat reflecting
green-blue double-glazed glass. All windows should extend from approximately
i our feet above the floor as high as possible for maximum natural lighting.
Stalls: There should be a minimum of three practice chassis stalls,
10* 6« x 18*.
Electrical Cutlets: Electrical outlets should be provided at
approximately nine ieet intervals around the room with two each on any
post or supporting column ^.ifc is best not to have any past or columns in
the shop).

ihe attachment plugs for all portable lights and equipment
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should have ground connection. The outlets should be amply wired for at
least ten amperes per outlet and protected with fuses or circuit breakers.
No outlet should be less than four feet above the floor.

Outlets should be

wired for 1107, 60 cycles, alternating current, single phase circuits. It
is considered good practice not to exceed four outlets per fuse or circuit
breaker. Three phase, 220V current should be wired into the room far
necessary ventilating fans, brake drum lathe, drill press, and any other
equipment with motors which develop over one-half H, P.
Lighting; The direct lighting; system should provide for a
minimum illumination of fifty foot candles at thirty feet above the floor
level. Hot cathode type lighting is preferred. It is recommended that
smaller light sources of greater distribution (greater number) be used
(approximately 100 watts).

Flourescent lighting is acceptable. If in

candescent bulbs are used, a diffusing glass globe is recommended.
i'lateri Students' washing stands require both hot and cold
water. The piping should be under;round, if possible, but if not, it
should be run along a wall or at least twelve feet overhead. A drinking
fountain should be provided within the shop.
Heating and Coolingi

Hot water radiant heating in the floor slab

is recommended for approximately fifty per cent of the heating load. Forced
convection steam or hot water heaters suspended from the ceiling are re
commended for 3ixty per cent of the heat load. The heat blast should be
spread uniformly with some facing the door.

Cooling may be obtained by

using a flat roof with a water layer and by using the space heater blower.
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Room Ventilation >

This shop should be ventilated by forced

convection. The fan and motor capacity should be sufficient to provide
a complete air change each thirty minutes.

Ventilation for this purpose

should be completely separated from the ventilation system for other parts
of the building unless self-closing louvers are used. Arrangements must
be made to bring air into the room to replace the air drawn out by the
ventilating fan. ASHVE recommendations should be followed.

Research has

determined that ozone generators do not take the place of adequate ven
tilation.
lion orail? A monorail should be provided along one or more
sides of the shop. This rail trolley and chain fall should be not less
than one ton capacity. The rail should be located in a well-lighted area,
not less than six feet horizontal distance from any wall to provide room
for a two-foot bench and a three-foot aisle. The monorail should extend
into the service shop (garage).
Cleaning Facilities?

Vapor cleaning facilities are recommended.

Hot caustic solutions such as oaktie and mineral spirits tanks should be
mounted in such a manner that students cannot reach into it. The tank
should be located where there is little or no' draft or air movement, in
order to conserve the solvent. If a mineral spirits tank is used, it
must be protected with a hood. Provision should be made for special
cleaning solutions, such as those for carburetors. CAUTIONs

Under no

condition should gasoline be used for cleaningl
Tool Cribi

The tool crib should be arranged along a wall without

outside windows. The crib should be rectangular in shape, at least eight

k6
feet wide to sixteen feet lone, constructed of steel and wire mesh. The
open side should have counter height shelving without doors and metal screen
ing should completely enclose the remainder of the tool crib. If the crib
is provided with substantial ceiling structure, storage facilities may be
installed over the tool crib. In order to save floor space, some communi
ties may wish to use the apace over the crib for students' lockers and
washing facilities. Tool windows should be over the counter. The entrance
door should be beside the tool window or as close to it as possible, A
work bench station with air and electrical outlets should be provided in
order that the tool room boy may be given some responsibility in the main
tenance of tools. The tool crib must be well lighted (fifty-foot candles
at the tool board).

Provisions for storing oil and grease are important.

Interior Trim and Furniture i

Interior walls should be glazed

light-colored brick with black mortar or some other smooth ceramic sur
face far a height of not less than eight feet. The remainder of the scructure should be of fireproof materials. Facilities should be provided for
seating a class, and for: blackboard space, projector, screen, teacher's
desk and filesj lockers should be available for the storage of student's
clothes. This is best done in a locker room with toilet and shower
facilities, Wash basins with hot and cold water should be provided and
they should be located near the seating space,

Fach stall should have

case large steel locker for storage of parts belonging to the automobile
being serviced in that stall.

h7

Unit 3.
Specification Recommended for The Automotive Engine Shop.
Figure 3, page U8, outlines details of unit 3.
Areas The recommended size is 3150 square feet for twenty-five
students. The minimum is 21*00 square feet. There will be some pounding
and other noise in this shop, so it should not be immediately adjacent
to a classroom. It is desirable that all automobile shop rooms be located
on the same level and in one wing if possible.
Entrance and Poors s

It is recommended that both the engine

and chassis shops be adjacent to the service shop (garage) and con
nected by suitable doors or a passageway through which a car may be
easily driven. Doors should be provided as this practice will reduce
the hazard in case of fire. The monorail should extend into the room,
V*
Floor; The floor of the engine room should be made of two-course
concrete with an rir-entraining additive.

It is recommended that a light-

colored cement and light-colored sand be used.

If possible, secure a

guarantee against dusting (obtained by correct mixing and curing)* The
floor should be not less than four feet thick and must be above grade
level.

In laying the floor, provisions should be made for suitable bases

or beds on which to mount runing engines.

Engines bases should be of

steel reinforced concrete, "I" beans or channel iron should be set in
the base in such a way as to provide slots one-half inch wide through
which engines stands may be bolted. Engine bases should be cast separately
from the floor slab* A layer of building felt and tar sheeting underneath
and at the sides of the bases will absorb vibration from the runing engines
and keen the yihraticen from being telegraphed to other parte of the room
or building.

03"inVHa3A0
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If dynamometers or other power absorbing equipment are to be used,
the length of the engine base should be adequate to mount both engine and
dynamometer.
There should be a gutter along one end of the engine bases to
provide a channel in which to lay hot and cold water pipes for engine
cooling. It will also provide drainage for water leaving the engine
cooling system.
The gutter may be covered with steel plates which can be easily
removed to attach water connection to engines. The gutter should have
a one-fourth inch per foot slop© and empty into the approved drain.
Provisions should be made in the floor at the time it is laid
for engine exhaust lines and for radiant heating.
Windows i Windows should have steel sash glazed with wire
reinforced glass. Glass bricks may be used far not over seventy-five
per cent of the window area. Shy-lights are not recommended. Windows
of the fixed type are preferred, provided adequate mechanical ventilation
is used. The east, south and west exposures are best fitted with heat re
flecting green-blue double-glazed glass.

All windows should extend from

approximately four feet above the floor as high as possible, for maximum
natural lighting.
Electrical Outlets?

Electrical outlets should be provided at

approximately nine feet intervals .around the room. The attachment plugs
for all portable lights and equipment should provide far a ground con
nection.

Outlets should not be less than four feet from the floor.

5o
Outlets should be wired far 110V, 60 cycles, A, C. single phase circuits.
It is considered good practice not to exceed four outlets per fuse or
circuit breaker.
If an electric dynaracracter is to be used, it will be necessary
to bring in additional current far this purpose, A careful check of the
current specifications for the dynamometer should be made before the wires
are laid. Current of 220V, 3 phase is recommended for most motors over
one-half h. p, and is used for the larger power equipment such as battery
chargers.
Since the engine room will require a fairly large number of
batteries of engine starting purposes, it will be necessary to provide
charging facilities. If the engine room and the electricial room are
adjacent to each other, it may be possible to use one good battery charger
for both rooms.
Lighting i

Tl^e direct lighting system should provide for a

minimum illurdnation of fifty foot candles at thirty feet above the
floor level. Hot cathode type lighting is preferred.

It is recommended

that smaller light sources of greater distribution (greater number) be
used (approximately 100 watts for each corner of the car).
lighting is acceptable.

Fluorescent

If the incandescent bulbs a*5© used, a diffusing

glass globe is recommended.
The lights should be eight feet or mare above the floor with
special provisions for lighting around hoists, monorail and other areas
in which the lights are likely to be hit by lifting cars or assemblies
from the floor, AH bench work stations should have a portable tripped

$x
\

or wheel-racunted floor lights available for use as needed.

These may also

be used for lighting underneath engines and cars or fear increasing the light
intensity for any particular area.
Hater: Sufficient water should be piped to the shop to provide
engine cooling and student washing facilities. Engine stands and wash
basins require both hot and cold water.
t

Sewers: Considerable water will flow into the sewers from 'the
running engines. Since this water is clean, it will probably not be
necessary to provide any special traps or settling basins between the
engine drain and the sewer.
Artificial or Natural Gas: If gas is available, the engine roosa
should be provided with this utility in ample capacity. Mixers are avail*able to replace engine carbureters and to allow engines to operate on this
fuel instead of gasoline.

For teaching many of the elementary engine jobs

such as timing, this is a more satisfactory engine fuel since there is no
crank ease dilution.
Heating and Ventilation: An underfloor system of ventilation
should be provided to carry away the exhaust from running engines. The
underground system is to be connected to openings in the floor (one for
each engine stand) using flexible conduit. The main underfloor exhaust
duct should not be less then eight inches in diameter and the branch lines
six inches in diameter. The entire underfloor duct system must be evacu
ated with a motor driven exhaust fan. The capacity of the unit should be
sufficient to maintain a reduced pressure in the system at all times and
with all engines operating.

It is necessary that the underfloor exhaust

system be drained to the sewer through a suitable trap.

In localities in

£2

which an underground exhaust system is not possible, overhead steel ducts
may be used. With overhead ducts the runs should be as short as possible.
The usual room ventilation of twenty to thirty feet per minute per student
will be sufficient for the room. If gasoline is for engine fuel, most local
codes will require a separate ventilation system for the room.
lion orail i

The monorail system should extend into this room from

the service shop if possible} in addition, the monorail should travel along
the running engines area, the engine cleaning tank, and the engine re
building area. The capacity of the monorail and chain fall should be at
least one ton.
Cleaning Tank?

A cleaning tank of sufficient size to take in a

complete engine should be provided in this room.
ing tank is recommended.

Hot alkali type clean

The vapor type tank may be used.

Petroleum base

solvent tank may be used, provided strict specifications are maintained on
the solvent. Stoddart type solvents are recommended.

If a vapor type

cleaning tank is used, it must be located so that students eannot reach
into it.
Tool Crib;

The tool crib should be arranged along a wall with

out outside windows. The crib should be rectangular in shape, not less
than eight feet wide and twelve to sixteen feet long, constructed of steel
and wire mesh. The open side should have counter height shelving without
doors, and metal screening should completely enclose the remainder of the
tool crib.

If the crib is provided with a substantial ceiling structure,

storage facilities may be installed over the tool crib.

In order to save

floor space, some communities may wish to use the space over the crib for
student lockers and washing facilities. The tool window should be over
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the counter. The entrance door should be beside the tool window or as
close to it as possible.

A work bench station with air and electrical

outlets should be provided in order that the tod room boy may be given
some responsibility in the maintenance of tods. The tool crib must be
well lighted (fifty foot candles at the tool boards). Provisions for
storing oil and grease are important.
Interior Trim and Furniture?

Interior walls should be glased

light-colored brick with black mortar or some smooth ceramic surface for
a height of not less than eight feet. The remainder of the structure
should be fire proof materials. Facilities should be provided for seat
ing a class and for blackboard space, projector, screen, teacher's desk
and files,

lockers should be available for storage of students* clothes.

This is best done in a locker room with toilet and shower facilities.
Wash basins with hot and cold water should be provided and they should be
located near the seating space. Each stall should have one large steel
locker for storage of parts belonging to the automobile being services in
that stall.
Unit I;..
Specifications recommended for the automotive electrical shop
are 3000 square feet for twenty-five students. The minimum is 2000 square
feet. There will be son® pounding and other noise in this building so it
should not be immediately adjacent to a classroom. It is desirable that
all automobile shop rooms be located, on the seme level and in one wing if
possible. Figure b# page 5U# outlines details of unit h*
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Entrance and Doors< The en-trance approach and doorway should
provide a straight entrance into the room. Avoid sharp turns at the
entrance way. The grade approaching the doorway should he as slight and
gradual as possible. Consistent with good drainage fifteen per cent
maximum. It is recommended that the ramp have 7-shaped grooves with
vertex pointing closm the slope and with the vertex in the middle. This
detail will provide drainage, less slipping and will make the entrance way
easy to clear. The door should be of the overhead type carefully counter
balanced and provided with electric operating power, if possible. The
opening should not be less than twelve feet clear in width, preferably,
fourteen feet. The height of the door should not be less than eleven feet
clear when fully opened, la the event the shop adjoins the main school
building, any doorway connecting the two should be fitted with a self*
closing fire door. The shop should be equipped with two exits arranged
at opposite ends, if possible. A small door for personnel use should be
located adjacent to or near the main car entrance doer. The large door
should be fitted with windows except in the lower segment. Start the
windows approximately twenty-four to thirty inches above the floor.
Windowst

Windows should have steel sash glazed with wire re

inforced glass. Glass brick may be used for not over seventy-five per
cent of the window area. Sly-lights are not recommended. Windows of the
fixed type are preferred, provided adequate mechanical ventilation is used.
The east, south, and west exposures are best fitted with heat reflecting
green-blue double-glazed glass. All windows should extend from approx
imately four feet above the floor as high as possible for maximum natural
lighting.

Electrical Outlets?
electrical facilities.

This room will require several special

Outlets of 110?, A. C. 60 cycle should be

provided at six feet intervals an all walls around the room. If a con
stant potent-Lai battery charger is to be used, 220?, 3 phase current
should be supplied to the motor,

A minimum of two horsepower current

capacity should be provided for this installation. Some greater test
stands make use of a 110? single phase variable-speed alternating current
motor,

This motor may be as much as three horsepower and suitable current

should be provided, benches for work on generators, starters and igintion
sets should be supplied with six-fourteen volt direct current for testing
purposes,

Ms current may come from storage batteries floating on the

line or from a well-regulated motor generator set. Outlets of 110?, A, G,
should be provided for the projector, the commutator under cutter machine,
the bench grinder, and other equipment.
Lighting t

The direct lighting system should provide for a

mini mam illumination, of fifty foot candles at thirty inches above the
floor level. Hot cathode type lighting is preferred.

It is recommended

that smaller light sources of greater distribution (greater number) be
used approximately 100 watts for each comer of -the car.
lighting is acceptable.

Flourescent

If the incandescent bulbs are used, a diffusing

glass globe is recommended.
The lights should be eight feet or more above the floor with
special provisions for lighting around the hoists, monorail and other
areas in which the lights are likely to be hidden by lifting cars or
assemblies from the floor. All bench work stations should have a

$1

portable tripod ca? wheel-mounted flood light# available for use as needed.
These may also be used for lighting underneath engines and cars or for in
creasing the light intensity for any particular area.
Waters Water and drain should be supplied to the running engines
used to check timing, generators and ignition. The engine beds and drains
should folios? the pattern established for the engine roan, if passible.
Hot and cold water should be supplied for the student wash basins,
Gas: It will simplify the problem of providing running engines
in tills room if g&s mixers are used instead of carburetion in connection
with the electrical course.

In this case, chly a few of the engines will

need to be fitted with gas mixers. A gas soldering furnace is recommended
for use in this room also.
Heating end Ventilation: An underfloor system of ventilation
should be provided to carry away the exhaust from 'the running engines.
The underground system is to be connected to openings in the floor (one
for each engine stand) using flexible conduit.

The main underfloor ex

haust duct should not be less than eight inches in diameter and the
branch line six inches diameter. The entire underfloor duct system must
be evacuated with a motor driven exhaust fan. The capacity of the unit
should be sufficient to maintain a reduced pressure in the underfloor
exhaust system at all times and with all engines operating.

It is

necessary that the underfloor exhaust system be drained to the sewer
through a suitable trap.

In localities in which an underground exhaust

system is not possible, overhead steel ducts may be used. With overhead
ducts, the runs should be as short as possible.

The usual room ventilation
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of twenty to thirty cubic feet per minute per student will be sufficient
for the room. If gasoline is used for engine fuel, most local codes will
require a separate ventilation system for the room.
Clocks and Bells?

A clearly visible electric clock, large enough

to be easily read from all parts of the shop should be put up in a con
venient place. A special electrically-operated bell, controlled from the
tool crib, should be installed to provide means for giving clean-up signal.
Installation of the regular school change-of-classes bell and a public
address system speaker should be provided for.
Compressed Air;

Host automotive electrical shops will need a

spark plug cleaner and tester of the compressed air type.

Compressed air

for this purpose should be supplied at 150 lbs, per square inch. A
relatively small amount of air will be needed, therefore, a separate air
compressor for this rocra should not be necessary. Air may be piped in
from the service shop.
Tool Cribs

The tool crib should be arranged along a wall without

outside windows. The crib should be rectangular in shape, not less than
eight feet wide and twelve to sixteen feet long, constructed of steel and
wire mesh. The open side should have counter height shelving without doors,
and metal screening should completely enclose the remainder of the tool
crib. If the crib is provided with a substantial ceiling structure, storage
facilities may be installed over the tool crib. In order to save floor
space, some cCE^unities may wish to use the space over the crib far student
lockers and washing facilities.
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The tool window should be over the counter. The entrance door
should be beside the tool window or as close to it as possible. A work
bench station with air and electrical outlets should be provided in order
that the tod room boy may be given some respcsnsinility in the mainten
ance of tools. The tool crib must be well lighted (fifty foot candles
at the tool boards). Provisions for storing oil and grease are important.
Experience indicates that ignition sets, generators, starters,
regulators and the like used by students can best be housed in metal
bases. The bases and parts should be given corresponding nunbers. Shelf
space must be provided accordingly.
Interior Trim and Furnitures Interior walls should be glased
light-colored brick with blade mortar or some other smooth ceramic sur
face for a height of not less than eight feet. The remainder of the
structure should be of fire-proof materials.
Facilities should be provided for seating a class, and for
blackboard space, projector, screen, teachers* desks and files. Lockers
should be available for storage of students' clothes. Thin is best done
in a locker room with toilet and shower facilities. Wash basins with hot
and cold water should be provided and they should be located near the
seating space.
Unit
Specifications Recommended for the Automotive Service Shop,
It is the writer's opinion that the use of this shop will bring students
in contact with patrons' vehicles as well as with school vehicles. For
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this reason, the writer reccsoaends that only students in their junior
aaad senior year be all owed to practice in this shop.

Figure 5, page 61,

outlines details of unit 5.
Areaj Area should be at least 60'0" x 80*C/* or I4.8OQ square feet.
Cleaning Facilities1 Hot caustic solutions such as Gakite are
recommended, ?apor cleaning facilities and mineral spirits tanks are
also acceptable.

If vapro cleaning, the tank should be mounted in such

a manner that students cannot reach into it. Also, the tank should be
located where there is little or no draft or air movement in order to
conserve the solvent. If a mineral spirits tank is used, it must be
protected with a hood and should have ventilation to the outdoors.
Provisions should be made for special cleaning solutions, such as those
for carburetors and fuel pur-ps.
Clocks and Bells:

A clearly visible electrical clock large

enough to be easily read from all ports of the shop should be put in a
convenient place. A special electrically operated bell, controlled fiesta
the tool crib, should be installed to provide means for giving clean-up
signals. Installation for the regular sehool change of classes bell and
a public address system speaker should also be provided for.
Compressed Air and Compressed Air Outlets; The service shop
should be provided with compressed air outlets at sixty to one hundred
sixty pounds per square inch pressure. The quantity should be ample to
operate hoists, spark plug cleaner, blow guns, greasing guns and any other
equipment. It is recommended that the compressor be able to pun?) one
cubic foot per minute per opening. The compressor motor should be provided
with a thermostatic cut-out and automatic pressure control.
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The air lines should be adequately sloped, drained and equipped
with adequate separators#

Outlets for blow guns should be provided at

each work station#
Entrance and Doors t

The entrance approach and doorway should

provide a straight entrance into the room# Avoid sharp turns at the
entrance way. The grade approaching the doorway should be as slight and
as gradual as possible, consistent with good drainage (fifteen par cent
maximum)# It is recommended that the "ramp have ¥-shaped grooves with
vertex pointing down the slope and with the vertex in the middle. This
detail -trill provide drainage* less slipping and will make the entrance
way easy to clear#
The door should be of the overhead type, carefully counter
balanced and provided with electric operating power, if possible. The
opening should not be less than twelve feet clear in width, preferably
fourteen feet. The height of the door should not be less than eleven
feet clear when fully opened.
In the event that -the shop adjoins the main school building,
any doorway connecting the two should be fitted with a 3elf-eIosing
fire-door. The shop should be equipped with two exists arranged at
opposite ends, if possible.

A small door for personnel use should be

located adjacent to or near the main car entrance door#
The large doors should be fitted with windows except in the
lower segment. Start the windows approximately twenty-four to thirty
inches above the floor.
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Electrical Outlets:

Electrical outlets should be provided at

approximately nine feet intervals around the rocsn, with two each on
any posts or supporting columns in the room. However, it is best nob to
have any post or columns in the service shop.
The outlets should be wired to provide at least ten amps, per
outlet and protected with fuses or circuit breakers. AH outlets should
be at least four feet above the floor.

Outlets should be wired to HOV,

60 cycle, A. C. single phase circuits (unless circuits of some different
characteristic are generally in use in the community). It is considered
goal practice not to exceed four outlets per fuse or circuit breaker.
It is well to provide current capacity at least twenty-five per
cent in excess of the visible demand at the time the installation is made.
Entrance Drive and Parking:: This shop should not have an en
trance from a busy thoroughfare or street, if possible. The minimum
recommended distance between the street and the garage doorway should be
at least twenty-five feet. The driveway should be as wide as possible to
facilitate easy entrance 'ben to twelve feet.
floort

The floor should be made of two-course concrete with an

air entraining additive.

It is recommended that a light-colored cement

and light colored sand be used. If possible, secure a guarantee against
dusting (obtained by correct mixing and curing). The floor should not
be less than four inches thick and it must be above grade level.
The floor should be drained to a central gutter covered with a
fifteen inch wide sectxonal metal grating. The gutter should empty into
a locally approved dump at ane-foujrth per foot pitch. The high end

of the gutter should have a water outlet for flushing purposes. The floor
should have a grade of one-eighth inch per foot.
Provisions should be made in the floor for ventilation* hoists,
and heating. The wash rack should have special floor facilities. The
sewers should be provided with special grease and sand traps prior to
their entrance to the enclosed conduits,
AH of the service floors should be on one general level, i, e,,
terraces are not reeonraended.
Gasoline and OH Storages Gasoline should be stored in an under
ground tank located outside the building. Installation of tank and pump
should be made in accordance with the local building codes,

Gil should

be kept in clearly labeled portable containers of not mace than thirty
gallon capacity for convenient storage in the tool crib. These con
tainers should be provided with hand pumps.

It is considered good practice

to equip the fuel and oil containers with antitheft protection.
Heat and Pooling? Hot water radiant heating in the floor slab
is recommended for apprarimtely fifty per cent of the heating load.
Forced convection steam or hot water heaters suspended from the ceiling
are recommended for sixty per cent of the heat load. The heat blast
should be directed over the general area with same facing the large
doer.

Cooling may be obtained by using a flat roof with a water layer

and by using the space heater blowers.
Hoist?

One to three hoists should be provided for stations where

aiy work is dene underneath the car, Twin-post hoists are recommended be
cause it is possible to perform more service operations, such as wheels,

bearings, clutches, transmissions, on this type of hoist then on any other.
Air tank and other appurtenances should be located according to local build
ing and safety codes. Control valves should be located in the floor in a
position such that the operator nay see how the hoist contacts the car
axles.

Clearance must be provided around and above hoists so that no

obstruction will 1® hit as the car is lifted with the doors either open
or closed. If excavating is impractical or too costly, four post hoists
case nay be necessary. Single post hoists may also be used.

In any case,

it is of paramount Importance that ©very available safety device be in
corporated in the hoist structure and operating raaehanisra.
Ilonorail. Trolley, and Chain Falls

A monorail should be provided

along one or more sides of the garage. ?he rail, trolley and chain fall
-should not be less than one boa capacity. The rail should be located in
a well-lighted area, ncrb less thai six feet horizontal distance from any
wall, to provide room for a two-feet bench and a three feet aisle. A
greater distance then six feet may make it necessary to roll the cay back
into the aisle.
Chassis Dymnaneteri
presents maty problems.

The road "besting of school-repaired ears

A chassis dynamometer should be installed in

the service shop to make possible the testing of the complete car to de
termine if repairs have been made satisfactorily.
Interior Trim and Furniture:

Interior walls should be glazed

light-colored brick with black mortar of some other smooth ceramic sur
face for a height of not less than eight feet. The remainder of the
structure should be fireproof materials.

(B
Facilities should be provided for seating a class and for
blackboard space, projector, teacher's desk and files. Lockers should be
available for storage of students* clothes. This is best done in a
locker room with toilet and shower facilities. Wash basins with hot and
cold water should be provided and they should be located near the seating
space.
Each stall should have one large steel locker for storage of
parts belonging to the automobile being serviced in that stall.
Lighting?

A direct lighting system should provide for a minimum

illumination of fifty foot candles at thirty feet above the floor level.
Hot cathode type lighting is preferred.

It is recommended that smaller

light sources of greater distribution (greater masher) be used (approximately
100 watts for each cornea: of the car).
Flourscent lighting is acceptable, also incandescent lighting.
With incandescent lights, diffusing glass globes are recommended. The
lights should be eight feet or more above the floor with special pro
visions for lighting around hoist3, monorail and other areas where lights
are likely to be hit by cars or assemblies being lifted from the floor.
If a painting booth is to be installed in the service shop,
special vapor-proof lights must be provided for this facilty.
Tool Crib? The tool crib should be arranged along a wall without
outside windows. The crib should be rectangular in shape, not less than
eight feet wide and twelve to sixteen feet long, constructed of steel and
wire mesh. The open side should have counter height shelving without
doers, and metal screening should completely enclose the remainder of
the tool crib. If the crib is provided with a substantial ceiling struc
ture, storage facilities may be installed over the tool crib.
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Engine exhaust ventilation should be provided to carry away
the exhaust from running agencies. The underground system is to be
connected to openings in the floor (two for each car stall and one for
each engine stand), to which one end of a flexible conduit may be attached,
the other end being attached to the tail pipe of the car or the engine
exhaust.
For those situations where underground vents are impractical an
overhead exhaust or individual exhaust system may be used. The main
stack should extend above the highest roof point,
doom Ventilation* Ventilation of the service shop should be
by forced convection because of carbon monoxide dangers. The fan and
motor capacity should be sufficient to provide a complete air change every
thirty minutes.

The ventilation for the shop should be completely sepa

rate from the ventilation system for other parts of the building unless
seli-closing louvers are used.
Arrangements must be made to bring air into the room to replace
the air drawn out by the ventilating fan,

ASHEVE recommendations should

be followed. Research has indicated that ozone generators do not take
place of adequate ventilation.
If a painting booth is installed in the service shop, a special
independent exhaust ventilating system, using sealed motors and vented
to the outdoors, must be used. Any welding stations should have a local
ised exhaust ventilating system to rid the area of welding and brasing
fumes.
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Car ^ashing Rack and Pump;

The area serving as wash rack should

be provided with hot and cold water through a suitable nixing valve and
should be given special drainage and a clean-out pump (use the same pump
as the floor drain) at the sewer connection. This area should not be near
any place where engines or other assemblies will be opened for inspection
or repair. The wash rack is used to dean cars before and after servicing,
and should be enclosed with steel and glass partitions.
holdings Host vocational high schools with automotive mechanics
instruction will also provide facilities for teaching welding. It is
recommended that all automotive mechanics students be scheduled for at
least one semester of welding instruction. This experience includes both
csxy-acetylene and arc welding and cutting, as well as brazing. With any
welding equipment, certain safety items such es goggles, helmets, gloves
leather aprons, quenching tank and the like must also be supplied. Local
regulations should be very carefully followed because of the fire
fume hazards. The welding stations should be located a maximum distance
from the paint booth and from the fuel and oil storage areas. Etcelusion
of combustible materials, an arabundance of fire extinguishers and a good
exhaust ventilation system are vitally important.
Paint Booths

If it is found to be necessary to install a paint

booth in the service shop, local regulations must be rigidly followed.
The booth must be vapor-proof, it must have its own separate exhaust
system and the electric switches, lights, and motors must be vapor-proof.
Pindews;

windows should have steel sash glazed with wire re

inforced glass. Glass bricks may be used for not over seventy-five per
",Gnv df the window area. Sky-lights are not recommended. Windows of the
faxed type are preferred, provided adequate mechanical ventilation is used.
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The east, south and west exposures are best fitted with heat
reflecting green-blue double-glased glass, AH windows should extend
from approximately four feet above the floor as high as possible for
maximum natural lighting.
Stalls t The car stalls should be seven feet wide for dead
storage, eight feet wide for live storage, and twelve feet wide for
mechanical work* They should be approximately eighteen feet long.
Machine Shop Trainingi

Most vocational high schools which offer

automotive mechanics courses, also have provisions for teaching machine
shop. It is recommended that all automotive mechanics students take at
least one term of machine shop. Such training should include experience
in drilling, tapping, layout and measurement and machine tool experience
in lathe turning, cylinder

grinding, surface grinding and other carman

machine tool operations.
If the school does not have a machine shop into which automotive
machine students may be scheduled, it is recommended that the auto shop
be equipped with at least twelve inch lathe, and that each student be
given an experience in setting up turd operating the lathe.
In studying the physical facilities as suggested by the Auto
mobile Industry-Vocational Education Conference, several additional pro
grams were reviewed to determine the extent of agreement or disagreement
which appears to exist in the field in this area. Bulletin 331-A of the
Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction appeared to agree completely
with the suggestions of the A* I, V, E. Conference,*"

%ulletin Mo, 331-A, Pennsylvania Department of Public In
struction, Harriabwrg, Pennsylvania, 1$6'3,
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The Iowa Secondary School Cooperative Curriculum,

the Illinois

Board of Vocational Education,-^ the United States Office of Education,k
the Vocational Division of the Hew Jersey State Department of Education,

cj

the Kansas State Teachers College Bulletin,^ the Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education Teachers Magasine,7 all appeared to agree without
exception with the A* I. V. E, Conference recousaendatims.

'Ihe Chrysler

Corporation appeared also to agree generally with these specifications,
except in the case of sky—lights, They suggest that shy—Lights should,
be used end that they are far superior to the use of windows for light
ing purposes,^
Finance
In the area of finance any training program, if it is to operate
effectively, should be supported by* adequate funds,

Capital outlays should

Iowa Secondary School Cooperative Curriculum Program, vol. III,
Bulletin Ho, 16, tt. S. Office of Education, Government Printing Office,
Des Hoinesi Department of Public Instruction, p, 106,
^Bulletin So, 123, Illinois State Board for Vocational Education,
Springfield, Illinois, 1953,
- Vocational Education of College Grade, Washington* Bulletin
Ho, 18, U, S. Office of Education, Government Printing Office, 19h6$
pp, 2, it, 68, 77,
^State Plan for Vocational Education, Trenton, Hew Jersey,
Vocational Division, Hew Jersey .Deportment of Education, 1953.

^Industries in the Various States and Territories/ The
Kansas State Teachers College Bulletin, Pittsburg, Kansas, Fred Voiland,
mr.
7
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education Shop Teachers,
Washin tcau * 'Bulletin Ho. 9, Office of Education, Government Printing
Office, 1956,
^Chrysler Corporation, Better Use of Space, Detroit, lEchigan,
Central Service Division, 1950,
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•be appropriate to cover the facilities for salaries and wages should be
of such quantity to support or riaintain the highest degree of morale
among teachers and other staff members.

Budgets prepared to underwrite

the functional operation of the program standards should include con
sumable and expendable supplies, the physical operations of the plant,
instructional and administrative supplies, and the like,

A yearly

budget should be prepared to include 5
1, Instructional Operations J
A, Salaries per year
(1) Department Head
(2)

Teachers

B, Consumable Materials
C,

Library Materials

D, Teaching Aids
E, Miscellaneous (travel, postage, etc,)
2,

Physical Operations*
A,

Utilities

B, Custodial Supplies
C, Maintenance
D,

Custodial and Maintenance Supplies

3, Building and Equipment Investment t
A,

Building (0200,OCX) amatoriaed over 30 years)

B, Equipment ( '30,000 amatorized over 10 years)

CHAPTER

IV

THE FRESMT PROGRAM OF AUTOMOTIVE SCISHCE HSTHUCTIOH
AT PRAIRIE VIEW A. & M. COLLEGE
The Automotive Science Department at Prairie View A. L M»
College was included in the Division of Industrial Education. The
objectives of the Division ©f Industrial Education were broad in in
terpretations. The major objectives emphasised the preparation of
workers for various trade arc-as and for teacher competencies and
certification• The Department of Automotive Science likewise sub
scribed to the 3mao objectives but in one specific area only.
Specific Objectives of the Automotive
Science Program
The Automotive Science Department offered instruction in
areas of the following objectivess11
1, To prepare teachers for automotive programs in the
high schools.
2. To prepare students to enter the various areas of the
automotive industry.
3, T© prepare teachers for driver education
4. To prepare students to drive cars
5* To provide extension and refresher courses to those

Prairie View A, & M. College Bulletin, Prairie View, Texas:
Vol. 48, Bo. 4, August, 1957, pp. 27-28
21
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who wish to exterd their Imowledge, skill and efficiency in auto
motive science.
6. To provide automotive training for Rehabilitation stu
dents or others who have special needs.
Student Personnel Services
Policies governing student personnel are as follows?
1. Student Admission?

The program of automotive science

admitted only those students who can profit by the instruction.
Applicants for admission to the college must be of good moral character
and must pass a satisfactory physical exaoination administered by the
school physician.

The school regulations outlined three types of

admissions to its programs.12 They stated that?

2;•

A.

Applicants who present complete certified transcripts
showing graduation fro® accredited four-year high
schools with a minimum of fifteen units of work will
be admitted without examination,

B.

Any or all of the unit requirements for admission
may be met if the applicant passes entrance examina
tions.

C.

Applicants for admission who are over 21 years of age
may be admitted to college courses without examina
tions. Such persons must show evidence that they have
substantially* completed the work represented by the
number of admission units required of other applicants
and have sufficient ability and seriousness of purpose to
do the work desired with profit to themselves and satis
faction to the college.

iteflruitaaenti

R&gulatiens governing Prairie View A. & &

College prohibited recruitment. The institution, nor the Automotive

^ George Harold SelvMge, Teaching Successfully the Industrial
Arts and Vocational Sublets. Bloouington? ItoXnight and KcHniglit,
1953, pp. 50-56
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Department, engaged in no activities of formal recruiting. The in
stitution and department did, however, engage in various community
programs, activities and services. Through these and an effective
public relations program, the work of the school is brought to pub
lic notice. These activities include the following?
A, Public school visitations by college representatives,
B, Open House Programs,
G, Alumni Associations and contacts,
D, Distribution of school publications teihe high
schools end public.
E» Qn-and-off-campus guidance services.
P. Campus Educational Conferences,
3. Guidance. Placement and Follow-up Services; Prairie
View, both as an institution and within its schools and departments
recognised the value of competent guidance and counseling of students
in educational, vocational, and individual matters. It also recog
nised the value to the institution and to the student of maintaining
organised placement and follow-up services.
A. Guidances A school counseling center offered limited
services in testing and counseling activities to aid
the students who need assistance in solving or adJusting individual problems. Programs of orientation
and testing were provided to aid new students to adjust
to the now educational climate, Various divisional
and departmental testing, counseling and advisory ser
vices were offered to students of the department.
B. Placement? The college maintained a central place
ment bureau to offer to its graduates assistance in
obtaining employment. Individual instructors offered
assistance to this bureau as veil as to students in
efforts to ward effective placement. The Divisional
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Director's office is alert in its efforts in the
area of placement, Many recommendations to various
jobs originate in his office as well as the office
of the Itinerant and Resident Teacher Trainers,
C, Follow-up Program A centrally organised f ollov-up
program did not exist at the college, however, many
offices about the campus were offering limited ser
vices to this respect. Those campus agencies whose
service included follow-up activities are:

(1) The Counseling Center
(2) The Placement Center
(3) Offices of the administrative and instruc
tional deans
(4) The Alumni Association
At the d eportmental level the heads and instructors assisted
in the follow-up activities whenever the occasion arises.
The Instructional Program

Organisation for instruction in the Automotive Science Program
was designed to accommodate the aforementioned objectives.

Organisa

tion for instruction to meet these objectives was as followss
The Pour-Year Industrial Education Program
Ppegh^ap Yegg
Courses
Mathematics, 113, College Algebra
English 113, Grammar and Composition
Industrial Education, 113, Principles
of Industrial Education
Drawing 113, General Drafting ..
Industrial laboratory, 133, Auto
Mechanics
Industrial Education, 111, Orientation

Semester Hours

3
3
3
3
3
1

1$
Freshmen Year Continued
Military Science, 111
Elementary or
Pliysical Education, 111
Freshmen Practice (tooen)

....

1
1
18

Second Semester
Mathematics, 123, Trigonometry
English 123, Heading and Composition
Social Science, 113
Drawing 123
General Drafting
Industrial laboratory, Auto Mechanics, 123
Industrial Education, 111, Orientation
Military Science, III
Elementary or
Physical Education, 111
Freshmen Practice (Women)

3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
«^_

18

fonhpmope year
Political Science, 113, National Government ........
.English 213, Public Speaking
Drawing 203, Technical Sketching
Chemistry 114, Inorganic Chemistry
Industrial laboratory, 153, Auto Mechanics .........
Military Science, 211
Elementary Military Science
Physical Education, 211
Sophomore Practice (Wtaen)

3
3
3
4
3
1
1
17

Second Semester
Political Science, 123, State Government
Efaglish 223, Introduction to literature
Drawing (Elective)
Chemistzy, 124, Inorganic Chemistry ................
Industrial laboratory, 163, Auto Mechanics
Military Science, 221
*
Elementary Military Science
Physical Education, 211
«
Sophomore Practice (Wccien)
.

3
3
3
4
3
1
1

17
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Physics, 215, General Physics
«...
Industrial Education, 273, Shop Organisation
History, 173, Survey of American History I .........
Industrial laboratory, 213, 233, Auto
Mechanics ....

5
3
3
6
u

Second Semester
Physics, 225, General Physics
Education 333, Educational Psychology
History, 183, Survey of American History, II .......
Industrial Laboratory, 263, 243, Auto
Mechanics

3
3
6
Tf

Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Elective

Education, 303,Course Making
Education, 413, Methods of Teaching .....
laboratory, 304, Auto Mechanics .........
laboratory
...»

3
3
4
5
3
18

Second Semester
Audio-Visual Education, 303
..........
Utilisation of Audio-Visual Materials,
Industrial Education, 406
Student Teaching Industrial laboratory, 404,
Auto Mechanics
...»
Industrial Laboratory

3
6
4
3
18

The Two-Year Technical Program
flyst Iw
Drawing and Design, 113, General Drafting
Applied Science, 133, Delated Mathematics ..........
Ehglish 133, Ehglish for Trade Students *
Industrial Education, 111, Orientation *

3
3
3
1
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First lear Continued
Auto Mechanics, 153, Auto Mechanics Practice ......
Auto Mechanics 133, The Chassis
Military Science, HI, Elementary

3
3
1

17
Second Semester
Drawing and Design, 203, Technical Sketching
Applied Science, 143, Belated Mathematics .........
Ehglish 143, English for Trade Students ...........
industrial Education, 121, Orientation
Auto Mechanics, 163, Auto Mechanic Practico .......
Auto Mechanics, 123, Power I
Military Science, 121, Elementary

3
3
3
1
3
3
1
17

Se^pnd Yeay
Applied Science, 213, Business Relations ..........
Metal Work, 113, Bench Work
Science, 113, College Science
Auto Mechanics 213, The Shel System
Auto Mechanics 233, The Electrical System .........
Military Science, 211, momentary

3
3
3
3
3
1
17

Second Semester
Applied Science 223, Industrial Management ........
Welding 103, General Welding
Sociology, 263, General Sociology
Auto Mechanics, 263, Chassis XI
Auto Mechanics 243, Power II
Military Science, 221, Elementary

3
3
3
3
4
1
17
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Teachers of Driver Mucation
"03 Driver .ducatlon
(Auto 303 Driver Education) (1-6) Credit 3, X, II#

Preparation

for teaching driver education in workshops or secondary schools} state
laws and regulations, safety practice, teaching sjethods, course con
struction, testing devices, psycho-physical traits and measurements}
principles and methods of road skill testing} practice in training
drivers using a dual control car#
Driver Preparation
ic?-g02

mm
(Auto 102-202 Driver lducation) (0-6) Credit 2, I, II, A

general education course in driver education} a basic knowledge of the
operation of the automobile; practice driving, learning information and en
veloping necessary skills to pass the written and rood test necessary
to secure a driver's license.
Extension and Refresher Courses
Offered through special programs tinder various arrangements.
Courses to r.ieot the needs of the individual student were organised at
various levels.

19

Programs for Rehabilitation Students
Special courses were arranged in order to meet the needs of
rehabilitation students or students who desire to undertake special
study without working towards a degree or certificate*

These courses

were arranged and supervised by the Director of the Division,

ihe

program was arranged as follows:
1st
2nd
1st
Prvi

Regular Session
Be;-ular Session
Summer Session
Summer Session

1.

r-?inF!f

Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto

Mechanics
Mechanics
Mechanics
Mechanics

010
020
030
040

Under the various program organisations speci

fic classes in automotive science ranged from an undetermined minimum
to a r.tfnrirraim of 30 students depending upon the nature of the class.
College and Departmental Regulations required a minimum of 12 students,
2.

Length of Glass Periods:

The college operated on the

semester system, Si© length of class periods was lb weeks per semester,
.Summer sessions were 6 weeks per session} two per summer,
3. Teaching loads:
A.

Glass Load: Instructors were assigned a noidmum of
five classes perxeek.

B, Student Load: The slse of the classes depended upon
the number of students to be accommodated. Some
classes may have as few as one or aa many as thirty.
C,

Work Week:

The college work week was 44 hours.

D.

Department Head: The Department has a head who carried
a full teaching load and administered, supervised and
coordinated all of the activities associated with the
department.
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Instructional Materials
1. Library* The college library procured and xnaintained
volumes and materials for general use in the educational growth of
the students, Audio-visual materials in this area as well as those
of departmental concern were available to the Automotive Department
upon request. Thecbpartment had no formal library. However, the
offices of the Director, the teacher trainers and the department
head contained many items of literature which were made available
upon request,
2. Teaching Aids*

The department owned and used various Ids

in the instructional program. These aids were limited to the follow
ing*
A, Instruction sheets and field trips.
B, Illustrative charts and diagrams,
C» film strips and sound film*
D, Units of automotive equipment which consist of
generators, starters, voltage regulators, carburetors
distributors, coils, condensers, six automatic trans
missions and eight automotive engines of various makes
and models.
3. Class and Shoo Organisation* Programs were instituted last
year to make use of student personnel organisation. Mechanical pupil
personnel charts had been procured and Cfeetive use was being made of
the same.
The Instructional Staff
1. Size: The Automotive Staff was composed of three instructors.
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One of these served as head of the department.

This staff gave In

struction to a total of 239 students during 1956-57.
2.

Method of {Selection: The present staff was selected by

the Director of the Division of Industrial ducation.
3. Qualifications: The educational, teaching trade experience
of the present automotive staff was as fellows s

Qualifications

4.

Teachers

Highest
Degree

Teaching
Experience

Dept. Head
Teacher 1
Teacher 2

B. S»
Hone
M* A.

15 Years
29 Years
2 Years

Promotion:

Trade
Experience
10 Years
15 Years
7 Years

Prorations within the department were based upon

qualifications, seniority, and merit, or any combination of the three.
5.

flexion, Tenure and Dismissal}
A,

detention: Evidences of satisfactory services and
performance of duties and rssignraents rere the primary
basis for retention. Also required were evidences of
(a) strong moral commitments} (b) national, Institutional
and Departmental loyalty, and (c) progressive educational
and professional growth. Yearly appraisals were made of
all factors concerned with the instructional and institu
tional worth of each staff member.

B, Tenure: & the absences of laws in the state of Texas
granting legal tenure to teachers at the college and
university level, Prairie View A, & M, College policy
continued the employment of its teachers on a year-toyear basis. Evidence of satisfactory services by the
teacher was the primary factor considered for continua
tion, Provisions were made for modified service and re
tirement upon reaching the 65th birthday.
C,

Dismissal: The chief administrative officer of the college
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may take action for dismissal of any staff members
for any one or any combination of the following*
(1) Incompetence
(2) Unprofessional conduct
(35 Failure to comply with regulations
(4) Neglect of duty and responsibility
(5) Insubordination
(6) Immorality
(7) Any cause that renders a teacher's services
unprofitable
(8) Misappropriation of school or departmental
property.
Physical Facilities
the Division of Industrial education had a physical plant
occupying over 43,000 square feet of floor space and valued above one
quarter million dollars.^ The Automotive Science Department was lo
cated in the Industrial Bduc&tion Building. It occupied two rooms with
a total floor space of 8850 square feet. In this space was located an
engine shop with lecture space, service shop, and instructors' offices.
Engine Shop with lecture Space
1. Areas

2,423 square feet

2. Entrance and Doors: Suitable or driving small autos in
with easej large cars with some difficulty.
3. Floors

Concrete

4. Windows! Steel sashed, plain panel, forty per cent of total
wall area, four feet above floor,
5. Electric Outletss

Five interspaced along work benchj no

provisions for ground connections, four feet from floor, equipped with
circuit breakers.

13

Ibid., p. 50-56
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6, Lightingi

Six incandescent 200 watt drops, eight feet above

floor, natural window.
?#

Uttert

8. Sewers*

Hone
Hone

9. Artificial or Satural Gas*
10. Heating and Ventilations
one individual gas stove.

One natural gas outlet.
Improvised c oiling heating and

Hatural window ventilation and ceiling fans.

Pipe system for engine exhoust disposal.
11. Monorails

Hone

12. Cleaning Tanks
13. Tool Cribs

None

Hone

14. Broun Ceilihgs

Light colored fire proof, cement bloc!:

walls, and locker facility,
15. Lecture Facilities: Facilities for seating a class, black
board space, projector, screen, teacher's deal: and file.
Service Sfrpg
1. Areas

5*400 square feet or 60' 0s x 90* 0tt.

2. Cleaning Facilities: Two tanks for washing auto parts,
3. Clocks and Bellas

One clock, no bell.

4. Compressed Air and Air Outlets: One compressor, four out
lets.
5.

liitrance and Doorss

One front entrance and one side exit}

both ten feet width clearance, two hall entrances, thirty six inch doors.
6. Electrical Outlets: Ten unappropriated spaced, no ground
attachments. Outlets wired to 110 volts. Fused circuits.

7•

Floor*

(Concrete surfaced sirfcy or cent; vood surfaced

forty per cent; no drainj no pitch.
8.

Gasoline and Oil Storage*

No gasoline storage j facilities

available for oil storage.
9. Heat and Cooling *
dividual gas stove.

Improvised coiling heating and one in

Natural window ventilation and ceiling fans.

Window space forty per cent of total wall space.
10.

Hoist*

One post hydraulic lift,

11. Monorail*

None

12. Chassis Dynamometer*

None

13. Interior Trim and Furniture *
fire proof cement block walls.
14..

Lighting*

Brown ceiling, light covered

No furniture,

Natural window and ten 200 watt incandescent

dropsj eight feet from floor.
15. Tool Crib*

Easily accessible to service shop.

16. Locker Facilities *

Easily accessible to service shop with

lockers and wash basin.
17.

Engine Exhaust*

None

18.

lloon Ventilation*

19.

Car Flashing lack and Pumps

Natural window and ceiling fans*
Space and plumbing available for

washing,
20.

Welding*

No facilities

21. Paint Booth*
22.

Windows *

glassj one sky-light.

None

Forty per cent of wall space, steel sash} plain
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23. Stalls! No individual stalls.
24, Ifcehin® Shop* Adequate facilities for reconditioning snail
parts. Use was made of the Divisional Machine Shop for regular machine
shop training.
Instructor's Offices
1. Areai

One hundred eight square feet each; one accormodated

department head} the other aecoBsnodated two instructors.
2. Entrance and Doors: .Cgular thirty six inch glass paneled.
3. Floor: Concrete.
4. Windows: Twenty per cent of wall spacej each office,
5. Electric Outlets: Oned rop each office.
6. Seating and Ventilation: Gas heater each office? natural
window ventilation,
7. Interior Trim and Furniture: Both soft green? walls with
white ceilings. Gne<teskf one chairt one file cabinet each teacher.
laboratory Ltaulnmant
Thedepartment contained the following pieces of urnjor equipment
in areas outlines below:
1. Chassis: One set of wheel alignment rack and caster and
chamber equipment. Ten carburetors and fuel pumps.
2. Engines: One valve r©facing machine? one boring bar? one
connecting rod aligner? one pin honing machine and one cylinder hone.
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3.

Electrical! One eiaory rock; one generator and voltage

regulator tester} one battery tester; one growlerj one coil and con
denser tester; one spark plug tester; one dlstributor; two battery
chargers aid one armature undercutting machine*
4*

Driver .Education:

Equipment and two autos for student

driving practice#
Finance
The following statement represented assume of the cost of
operating the Automotive Science Department at Prairie Yiew A# & 15#
College for the school year, September 1, 1956 to August 31, 1957#
Cost of Instructional Operation
Salaries Per Year
Department Head
Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Total Instructional Salaries

$ 5,724.00
4,692.00
4pvw
A.800.00
aw

*15,216,00

Consypable Materials
Driver Education Cars, Rid, etc.
Office Supplies
Open House Expense
Total Consumable Expense

430.00
40,00

Tcacfoiftg A-lds apd hateri^g
Fuel for Lab, Engines
replaced Auto Parts
Batteries and Cables
Tools
Specification Ihsnuels
Dual Control for Driver tors
Total cost of Aids

55.00
72.00

66,00

600.00

11.20

•2g.g0.
$ 829.70
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Mipcelfopeoug
Travel
^Postage
*Lost parts, repairs, etc.
Total Miscellaneous aspens©

$

130,00

7,50
,
19?»oo
1332.50

Cost of Frysical Operations
Utilises
Telephone
Gas (heat)
Water
Electricity
Total Utility Ikpense

7S.00

20.00
20.00

150.00
>00

Ouptyfllal %pepp3 ,
Student Janitors
Divisional Janitor (estimated)
Applies (broom, soap, etc.)
Total Custodial Expense

$

230,00
200,00
15.00
475,00

Buildiry. apd, Equipment
Shop Equipment (purchased)
Building Depreciation
Building Repairs j
Plumbing Repairs
Door Impairs
Total Building and Equipment
Expense

*From Instructor's Pocket

Hone
Hone
40,00
35.00
75,00

CHAPTER V
AH APPRAISAL OF THE A3TOMOTI9E 3CSEHCI PROGRAM

AIID

mcmmmsmis FOR REORGANIZATION

One of the reasons for asking this study mis to determine if
there was a need for reorganisation of the present program of intomotive Science at Prairie View A* and H#. College, Chapter IH listed
the established standards upon which the functional program should be
based or the ideals which should govern the building of such a program#
Chapter IV outlined in detail the scope of the present program of auto
motive science at Prairie View A# and M# College, We can now nsko a
comparison of the two programs, and point out those items of consistency
or .Inconsistency which were included in the present program at the college
and indicate what reorganisation, if ary, should take place#
Objectives
Comparing the objectives set forth in the i^airie View program
with accepted standards* the objectives were found to be consistent#

It

was therefore reeoisasn&ad that the listing objectives be retained and
reconstructed as future demands dictate.
Student Personnel Services
Student Admission
Student entrance requirements to the college program were with
one exception consistent with tin. standards.
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The Prairie View prog-ran
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went a step further and admitted students to the program who were not
high sehool graduates#

This admittance was based upcal other exceptional

qualities exhibited try the individuals concerned. It was recommended that
the existing admission requirement be retained.
iocruitment
Methods of recruiting students to the program at Prairie View
did not exist in a formal and legal sense. It was recommended that
every effort be executed to repeal the regulation governing recruitment
and that they include the items suggested in the standards as major ele
ments in the recruiting program.
Guidance, Placement and Pollow-b?
The Prairie View program included aspects of guidance, placement
and follor-up services. A comparison of these services followsi
A, Guidances Services offered by the college compare
favorably, however, limited the scope. The standards
suggested continuous testing and counseling services "
to include physical, intelligence, aptitude, interest,
social and emotional and personality adjustments. The
college staff responsible for this service was equipped
to handle a limited number of cases. The standards
suggested a departmental program to offer those services
necessary for effective departmental adjustment, which
were not effectively organized at this level for the
automotive department. It was recommended that the
college counseling center be requested to expand its
testing program for the automotive program by administering
aptitude tests, interest inventories, and personality in
ventories to prospective students during the orientation
period for future use by the automotive science staff for
guidance purposes.
B. Placement: Prairie View A. and M. College maintained a
placement bureau for the college as suggested by the
standards. Unorganized forms of placement take place
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at the divisional and departmental lewis, The close
coordination between the three levels as suggested by
the standards was closely organized. It was recommended
that tte placement services, at present performed by the
college placement office be performed by a divisional
placement office as recommended by the standards,
C,

Follow-Up5 Follcw-up services at the college were in
consistent with those suggested by the standards, A
closely coordinated program to include contacts between
schools| employers and former students and graduates
did not exist for shewing progress of these people. This
source of information which would shew strengths and
weaknesses of -the program was suggested strongly by the
standardly It was t!serefore recommended that a follow-up
program be developed by the department or division de
signed to provide information on the adjustment and progress
of graduates in their positions during the first year,
also that such information be used as a basis for curricu
la: or program adjustment.
The Instructional Program

The organization of programs to serve the needs of the students
i

and the demands of the automotive industry was based upon the objectives.
This function of the school and department were very well satisfied in
the curriculums used in establishing the standards and a comparison of the
Prairie View curriculum organization with them, it is safe to conclude that
the Prairie View program was favorable but not consistent. The Prairie
View curriculum offerings approached the ideal with three exceptions; the
absence of bocfer and fender repairj absence of painting and interior re
conditioning, and a cooperative industrial training program.
It was therefore recommended that the body and fender repair, and
painting and interior reconditioning be added in addition to a cooper
ative industrial training program. Since the driver education program was
in keeping with existing standards, its present operations should be continued.
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It was further recommended that in addition to the regular in
structional program, summer workshops he developed to provide further
vocational training with the inclusion of a cooperative training program.
Class Siae
Classes in automotive science varied from one student to thirty
students act Prairie View.

It was recommended that every effort be made

to have classes with enrollments of twenty-five students.
should classes exceed thirty students,

In no cases

iff arts should be made to keep

class siae above the minimum of twelve students,

This was consistent with

the standards.
Length of Class Periods
The standards established the semester system be used by the
colleges. Each class was eighteen weeks in duration. The Automotive
Program at Prairie View used the semester system and was therefore con
sistent with the standards.
A.

Its lectures periods received one semester hour credit
for me class hour per week for eighteen weeks.

B,

Its laboratory or practice periods were given one
semester hour credit for three hour class periods
per week for eighteen weeks. Since it appeared that
the present Prairie View practices were in keeping with
recommendations in the field, it was recommended that
the Prairie View policies in this area be continued.

Class Load
Class loads were inconsistent with the established requirements
of five classes per week plus cue other major assignment.

It was re

commended that the class loads of staff members be adjusted so as to
limit class loads to five classes and one other major assignment per week.
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Student Load
Some classes did not contain the minimum of twelve students.
Classes should he scheduled or arranged so that each class will contain
a minimum of twelve students.
Work Week
Established standards suggested a forty hour work week. The
work week at Prairie View was forty-four hours. The work week at
Prairie View should he adjusted to a maximum of forty hours per week
rather than the forty-four required.
Department Head
The standards suggested a department head carrying a teaching
load sufficiently flexible to enable him to perform administrative and
and supervisory responsibilities effectively. The head, of the automotive
science department had a class load that was not flexible. It was re
commended that the department heads* schedule be arranged so as to limit
his class load to three classes and me major assignment. This schedule,
flexibly arranged, would allow time for supervision, contacts with indastry, public relations visits, and administrative duties.
Instructional Materials
The Prairie View Automotive Science Program had at its commend
a sufficient array of teaching materials for use by its instructors. Com
parison of the quality of these aids and materials with the standards
revealed the following t
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A* Library! The Prairie View Library housed an adequate
supply of materials which contributed to the general
educational growth of the student. It housed many of
the materials that contributed to the students* vocational
growth and development. The lade of an organized division*,
al or departmental library which makes this practice necess
ary was not desirable. A departmental or divisional library
was recommended to house adequate supplies, printed materials
such as journals, books, film periodicals and magazines.
B. Teaching Aids i The Automotive Science Department owned
most of the aids necessary for an effective job of teach
ing. It owned instruction sheets, illustrative charts
and diagrams, film strips and sound film, unit automotive
equipment, and made use of field trips which were con
sistent with suggested standards. In view of the fact
the present teaching aids were in keeping with the re
commended standards, it was recommended that the present
policy of securing necessary teaching aids be continued.
C. Class and Shop Organization! In the area of class and
shop organization, the Automotive Science Department
met this requirement in principal and almost in fact.
Excellent cherts were on hand and efforts were put forth
to organize all classes. It was reccHsnended that present
efforts to bring shop and class organization in line with
existing standards in the field be continued.
The Instructional Staff
Standards suggested that the instructional staff on an auto
motive program meet various requirements relating to size, selection,
qualifications, promotion, retention and/or dismissal. Since competency
was the main factor to be considered, our standards suggested an ideal
to be met in each of the various categories. Referring to the standards
the Prairie View Program compared in the following manners
Size
The department recruited its staff in relation to the number
of students enrolled, the number of classes to be taught and the nature

Sk

of the course offerings. Since the present staff size was based upon
recognized standards, it was recommended that existing policies be con
tinued.
Method of Selection
Selection of staff members was not consistent with standard pro
cedures bat was made upon the judgement and consideration of the division
al director. J%w staff members should be selected as the demand requires.
Such selections should be made upcn group approval of the best candidates
available.
Qualifications
The general qualifications of the staff approached the require
ments of the standards. However, individual appraisals deficiencies
were revealed in each individual case. For example, the department head
met all of the suggested qualities other than the requirement demanding
a masters degree in the industrial area. Teacher one met the entrance
qualifications in the area of teaching and trade experience but showed
no evidence of having obtained either the B. 3, or M, A. degree. Teacher
two met all requirements except the need for additional teaching experience.
It was reccamuended that a master's degree should be required of all staff
members.
Promotion
Policies on promotions in the department were ideally consistent
with established standards. It was recommended that existing policies in
regard to promotion be continued.

Retention. Terrors and
Prairie View bad a defined policy regarding the retention*
tenure or dismissal of a staff member. How well this compared with
the standards is listed below*
A# Retention* Retention af a staff member was suggested after
a three year probationary period if the member has shown
evidence of professional competency, loyalty to the school
and the program and the ability to progress satisfactory
in professional growth and position# Evidences of satisfactory
performance of duties strong moral commitment, loyalty, pro
gressive in educational and professional growth, as outlined
in the Prairie View standards, was consistent in comparison.
Considering each staff member presently employed, all but
teacher one showed evidence of approaching all of the stand
ards necessary for retention.
B. Tenure* The standards suggested tenure of a continuing
type for staff members. After a three year probationary
period, it was suggested that a contract should follow#
The year-to-year continuation of an employee as practiced
by Prairie View was inconsistent with the standards#
Tenure should be provided on a continuing contract basis.
Department heads should be employed on a twelve month basis.
C# Dismissal* The record shared that there is no deviation
between the recoroiended standards and those used by Prairie
View College as to causes for dismissal of a staff member#
Dismissals should only be made on the basis of one or a
combination of the following causes*
(1)
(2)
(3)
U> )
5)
6)
(7)
8)
9)
(10)

Incompetence
Hisconduct in office
Unprofessional conduct
Failure to comply with regulations
Neglect of duty
Any cause which renders a teacher's
services unprofitable
The best interests of the school
Insubordination
Imrcorality
Decreased attendance
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Physical Facilities
In comparing the existing automotive facilities at Prairie Flew
College with those of the suggested standards, we found them to be quite
inconsistent. The standards suggested that the department should be or
ganised into five major areas. Those areas and comparisons follows*
1. Automotive Hand Tool Shqpt Prairie View had no chassis
hand tool shop.
2. Automotive Chassis Shop* Prairie View had no chassis shop,
3. Automotive Electrical Shop* Prairie View had no automotive
electrical shop.
It. Automotive Engine Shop* Although Prairie View maintained
an automotive engine shop, many of the ideal features incorporated in
the shop suggested ty the standards were not found in the Prairie View
Engine Shop.
5. Automotive Service Shop* The service shop at Prairie View
compared quite favorably with the suggested standards. Only a few of
the features suggested were not found in the automotive service shop
at Prairie View College. The department should be arranged so as to
provide separate shop facilities in the following areas*
a.
b.
c.
d.
e»

Chassis Shop
Electrical Shop
Hand Tool Shop
Engine Shop
Automotive Service Shop

The shops should be developed to contain a total of 16,000
square feet of floor space. Allocation should be as follows*
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A, The Hand Tod Training Shcpt 2000 square feet equipped
as follows» nine work benches, 2*CP x 8*0^ f three drill
presses? one inspection bench, 2* CP x 8*0'? a tool crib,
10*CP x 1$*(P with wash basins and lockers? seating area
H>»0" x 11*0" for lectures,
B, Automotive Chassis Shops 2h00 square feet, install the
alignment rack over a pit in the proper form} steel work
benches to accomodate the following itemss five steering
assembles? six transmissions? six differentials? six brake
assemblies? two complete chassis, 10*C x 18*0" each? one
large grinder? one drill press? one wheel balancer? one
brake drum lathe? tool crib 10'0" x 15'0" with basins and
lockers, seating area, 20*0" x 15*0".
C, Automotive Engine Shop* 3000 square feet equipped as
followsi one engine degreaser? monorail? six running
engines, 3*0" x 7*0n each? motor analyzer? tool crib,
lO'C x V?*(P seating area, 10*0" x 20*0",
D, Automotive Electrical Shop! 2it00 square feet, tool crib,
seating area, 20,cyl x 1$*CP*
»

E, Automotive Service Shops h800 equipped as follows! one
wash rack, 12*0" x 20*0" portable steam cleaner? one
grainer? three twin post horist? chassis dynamometer?
four steal benches, 28*0" x 20*0" one oxy-acetylene
welding set? an underground exhaust system.
Laboratory Equipment
In comparing laboratory equipment, those Item owned by
Prairie flew were far below the number suggested for the Ideal program.
The fallowing equipment should be acquired for the department!
Special Equipaent and
Testing .tSevices"

Quantity

Arbor Press » 2$ too, lyclraulic
Volmeter, ammeter and
resistors, one each

2

Lining grinder with necessary
adapters

1

9B

Equipment Continued

Quantity-

Drum lathe with necessary
attachments

1

lining homier and remover

1

Chain Hoist with overhead trolley
and monorail, three ton capacity **•#«,*«••••

1

Engine, hydraulic absorption type

1

Engine lifting equipment, specify
engine lift is to fit

1

Engine support bars, specify'
engine bars are to fit
Furnaces - gas soldering

1

Gauges • expression, meter, dial-face
for use in spark plug chamber *•»»#«*«**••»*•

1

Grease dispenser
chassis pressure type

1

Hot place » electric, HO
7-60 cycle

1

Jacks
Floor rooler, hydraulic type, two ton «,*••

2

Hand stationary, hydraulic type
cm and one-fourth ton

1

lifts
Autmobile, hydraulic, twin post ...........

1

Automatic transmission, hydraulic lift «••••

1

Meter
AVE 1$ ampere D» C. 6, 12 and 2ii volt
scales D. C, corrplete with standard
load resistor, encased in durable
portable case with heavy leads and
clips attached

1
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Quantity

Equipment Continued
Meter, volmeter - 10 TOIt rating
VJheel Alignment Equipment, wheel
balancer, type enable of testing
static and <3yBfliaie balance of wheel
on car

1

1

Brake Assembly - front and rear
complete assembly including wheel,
brake cylinder, linkage and foot
pedal for basic instructional
unit on brakes
....

Finance
In the area of finance, the estimated budget established by
the standards and the expense of operating the Automotive Science
Departmnt at Prairie View for one year were not too far apart#
The total cost of operating the program was consistent with es
tablished practices. However, individual items of cost may be
picked out to show inconsistencies. For example. Prairie View's
automotive program used too much fuel for driver education cars,
and spent too much yearly to replace hand tools. Cta the other
hand, not enough was allocated for literary materials. Salaries
fell well within the range that the standards suggested.

Smrmaiy
The purpose of this stocky was to determine the present status
of and possible need for reorganisation of the Automotive Selene® De
partment at Prairie ¥isw Agricultural and Wabanioal College. Specific
attention was given to the following aspects of the automotive science
program: (l) objective, (2) student personnel services,(3) instruction
al program,(h) instructional material,(5) administrative and in
structional staff,(6) physical facilities, and (7) operating cost.
In solving the problem the fellcaring procedure was used:
1. A survey was made of current practices in automotive
science education in forty selected colleges and universities,
2. Criteria were established to serve as a basis foe* evaluat
ing the present program and projecting a reorganised program.
3. A survey was made of the existing program. This program
was then measured against the criteria and recommendations were made
far reorganization.
The survey of selected colleges end universities revealed
varied practices in regards to the aspects of the automotive science
programs included in this stut^r. While the various colleges and
universities indicated that they were working toward some ideal pro
gram or idea) existing practices fell short of these goals. This
finding was also true of the automotive science program at Brairie
View A.& M. College.
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The criteria established as a standard for an adequate auto*
motive science program was developed mainly from, the recommendations
of the AU7E Conference caa Public School Automotive Introduction, tJhen*
ever a specific item was not covered by recommendations of the above
group a special criterion was developed to cover the same.
In order to determine the need fen* reorganisation, the present
status of the automotive science program at Prairie View A, & H, College
"•*

.

•

-

was determined. An evaluation was then made of the existing program in
terms of the suggested criteria. Using the criteria as minimum standards,
recommendations were mads reorganising the Prairie View A,& M, College
Automotive Science program accordingly.
The survey of current practices in automotive science at
various colleges and universities provided incomplete data m this
topic of the study, -feny of the questions, pertinent to the study,
were left unanswered or partically answered. Sufficient responses
were secured however to give a general picture of character of automotive
science programs at the college level,
A comparison of the Prairie View A,& M» College Automotive
Science Program with the proposed criteria revealed that the program
was reasonably adequate in terms of objectives, student personnel services,
instructional, program, instructional materials, staff and finance. The
major reorganisations! need was in the area of physical facilities and
equipment. Specific reccmaaendations were made on all items In chapter V,

APEEMD3X

QUESTIONNAIRE
Survey In Selected Institutions Above The
Secondary School Level
Please complete the questionnaire by making the appropriate responses as
indicated.
(check appropriate response)
I. Objectives!
1. Is your program designed to prepare students for employment in
the automotive industry? _______ Yes ______ No
2. Is your program designed to give pupils orientation, exploration
and skill in automotive science through the industrial arts
program? _____ Xes _____ No
3. Do you offer driver education in connection with your automotive
science program? _____ les _____ No
II. Student Personnel Services
A. Methods of recruitment: (Check the procedures used by your
school)
Public school visitation
Open house to public
Contact through your alumni
Publications to high schools
Planned recruiting visits by your school
Advertisement (radio, t.v., brochures etc.)
Educational Conferences held on campus
Other methods, describe:

B. Selection: Indicate the basis upon which your students are
selected..
1. Sex: Male only ________________ No sex restrictions,
2. Age: Minimum age _____ Maximum age _______
3. Educational Training and Experiences:
High School Graduation ________ les ______ No
Elementary School Graduation ______ les
No
Ability to read and write _____ les ______ No
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4, Personal Fitness:
Good Physical Health
^
Xes _Ho
Are Physical Handicapped accepted _____ Xes
No
(If so, indicate by check the nature of incapacity)
Arost One
: None _________
Legs I One
a None
Eyes j One ______} Partially or totally blind _____
Sound mental healths _______ Xes _____ No
5. Entrance test requirements
.. Xes ______ No
Indicate tests used
C. Guidance, Placement and Follow-up Services s
1. Are there guidance, placement and follow-up services
offered by the school? _____ Xes
... No
2. Is the program supervised by or coordinated with the In
dustrial Education Department? _______ Xes
. No
Which
3. Check the services offereds
Counseling for selection
Counseling and guidance relating to course progress
Counseling relating to personal problems
Students are placed in employment upon graduation
Graduates are foliowed-up in employment and progress
checked
Placement services are offered to graduates
D.

Is there a systematic plan for using follow-up reports in the
improvement of the Automotive Mechanics Program? _____ Xes
No
Describe I

_____________________________

Instructional Programs
1. What are the specific objectives of the Automotive Department?

2. How is your curricula organized to accomolish these objectives?

3. What size is the azerage theory class?

Practice
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4* How many hours per day is allowed for theory?
Practiee?
5. What is a teacher^ average class load?
Number of students
Credit Hours ____
6* Is there a departmental supervisor of instruction?
•£®s _____—. Ho _____
7. Is the supervisor full time? _____ Part time
8* Shop organizations Check the areas or laboratories included
in your shops
Chassis (brakes, alignment, frames, etc.)
Electrical (generator, starter, etc.)
Fuel system (Carburetor, fuel pump, etc.)
Engines (overhauling, reconditioning, etc.)
Garage practice areas (general practice)
T00I3 and supplies (distribution)
Driver Education
Body and fender repair
Paint and trim
Others s

Instructional Materialss
1. Is there a departmental library for Auto Mechanics in the library?
Yes
No
2. Where is the library located? ____________________
3. Are the following materials available through the library 1
Audio-visual aids Yes __ No
Charts and films
Yes __ No
Specification raanuels Yes __ No
4* Is the library budget adequate for replacement and purchase of
new materials? Yes ___ No __
5. Is the source of funds for the departmental library covered in
the annual automotive budget? Yes
No
(If the answer is
no, explain its source) ____________________________
6. In what ways are the expendable supplies for student training
provided? ______________________________

7. What is the amount of expendable supplies per student?
per semester _____ Minimum ________ Maximum ______
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V. Administrative and Instructional Staff*
1. How many persons are on the automotive department staff?
„
2. How many staff members have the doctorate degree? ____
Masters _______ Bachelor's ______ No degree _______
3. What is the average number of years of teaching experience of
the 3taff?
...
A. What is the average number of years of trade experience?
5. What is the procedure for selecting staff members?

6. What is the procedure for promoting staff members?
7. What is the procedure for dismissing staff members?
8, What is the highest academic degree held by the head of the
automotive department?
.
9. How much teaching experience does the department head have?
10. How much experience in the trade does the head of the automotive
department have? ___________________________
11, What procedures are used for up-grading and continuing the edu
cational, technical and professional development of the staff?
VI. Physical Facilities*
1. What are the dimensions of the laboratory shop in length?
height? ___ and width? _____
2. What are the dimensions of the average classroom?
3. Color of ceiling* White
Pastel .
Bark _____
4. Ventilation for exhaust gases and others* Mechanical _____
Natural _____
5. Heating* Central ____ Individual _____
6. lighting* Flourescent ___ Incandescent
7. What provisions are made for the storage of tools and supplies?

8.
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9. What percentage of outside vails constitutes vindow space:
20%
30%
35%
A0%
over A0%
10. Check the number of pieces of major equipment owned by the
automotive department in each of the following areas:
Chassis:
Wheel alignment, caster and camber equipment
Wheel balancers
Brake machine
Drum lathe
Fuel System:
Carburetor and fuel pump, testing devices and tools
Engines:
Valve refacing machines
Boring bar
Connecting rod aligner
Cylinder hone
Engines for lab. training (one for each car make)
Dynamometer (engine)
Electrical:
Generator and voltage regulator testor
Battery tester
Growler
Coil and condenser tester
Timing light
Garage:
Chassis dynamometer
Hydraulic lift (two post or single post)
Head light tester
Brake testing equipment (floor type)
Body, Fender, Paint ana Trim:
Porter power
Spray gun
Sanding machine
Welding equipment
A_r hammer
Air Compressor
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Driver Education*
Psycho-physical testing equipment
Autos for student driving practice

VII. Operating Cost*
1. Do you have
ment? Yes
2. What is the
3. What is the
annually?
A* What is the
5*

a separate budget for the Automotive Science Depart
Ho
normal cost of physical operation per annua?
approximate replacement cost of equipment and tools
approximate cost of supplies and materials annually?

What is the approximate oost of maintenance annually?

VIII. Cost of Instruction*
1. What is the average yearly salary of the following positions or
ranks?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Chairman of department &
Professor I
Associate professor I
Assistant profissor I
Instructor $
Assistant instructor &
Clerks i
•
Custodians $
Others &

2. Is there a budget for training aids? Yes
No
answer is yes, indicate amount) &
Amount

(If the

3. Is there a budget for recruitment and public relations?
Yes
No
A* Is there a budget for travel ^

answer is yes, indicate amount) ft

Yes

No

Amount

(If the

5. Do you accept outside repairs in connection with your training
program? Yes
No
(If the answer is yes, please
describe method used)
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Authorities Contacted for Information
In Automotive Science

Mr. C. R. Wright
Administrative Assistant
Vocational Education
Board of Education
Alton, Illinois
Mr. Guy R. Cowing, President
General Motors Institute
Flint, Michigan
Professor Williams Graves, Head
Department of Automotive Engine*
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Mr. W. D. Merrifield, director
Industrial Education
McDougall Office
2985 Jefferson East
Detroit, Michigan
Mr. J. D. Morton, Manager
Advance Service Research
Chrysler Training Center
Detroit 31, Michigan
U. S. Department of Commerce
U. S. Government Office
Washington, D. C.

Mr. W« V, Kershow
General Service Manager
Kaiser-Willys Sales Division
Toledo, Ohio

Mr. Andrew Althouse
Detroit Board of Education
Detroit, Michigan
Mr. Roy B. Bender
General Service Manager
Studebaker-Packard Corp.
South Bend, Indiana
Mr. E. R. McAtee, Director
Barrett Brake School
Division of Barrett Equipment
St. Louis 6, Missouri
Mr. Carl T. Doman, Manager
Service Department
Ford Motor Coupany
Dearborn, Michigan
Mr. L. W. Plot, Director
Chrysler Corporation
Training Center
Detroit 31# Michigan
Mr. G. S. Potter
Service Manager
Hudson Motor Division
Detroit 31, Michigan
Mr. Malcolm D. Darrow
Teacher Trainer
Extension Service
College Station, Texas

Mr. L. A. Mitchell, Manager
General Motor Corporation
Detroit, Michigan

Mr. E. D. Longeneeker
Hational Service Manager
Ford Motor Company
Dearborn 31, Michigan

Mr. C. M. Tillinghast
Manager
American Motors Corporation
341 Massachusetts Avenue
Detroit 31, Michigan

Mr. Harold Boswlck
Coordinator
Murrell Dobbins Vocational
Technical School
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Mr. P. B. Hopkins
Director
Executive Service Staff
Chrysler Corporation
Detroit, Michigan
Mr. H» N. Johnson
Assistant Service Manager
Packard Division
Studebaker-Packard Corporation
South Bend, Indiana

Kearney & Trecker Corp.
Education Department
Plainfield, New Jersey
Mr. M. E. St. Aubin, Director
General Motors Corporation
Detroit, Michigan
Kent Stat© University
Industrial Education
Kent, Ohio
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Form Letter That was Sent to
Selected Colleges and Universities

Post Office Box 2222
Prairie View, Texas
March 13, 1957

Mr. C. R. Wright
Administrative Assistant
Vocational Education
Board of Education
Alton, Illinois
Dear Mr. Wright*
As a requirement in ascertaining the Master's degree, I am
charged with the responsibility of writing a Master's Thesis.
Presently, I am engaged in this task. The thesis is entitled
"A Reorganization of the Automotive Science Department of Prairie
View A. & M. College." Because of your experience, interest, and
ability in matters of this nature, I am seeking help from you
pertaining to an ideal automotive science program, both Instruc
tional Building ana Equipment. I shall be most appreciative to you
for suggestions, brochures and any literature that you have to
assist me in this matter.
Thanking you in advance for your kindness and cooperation in
this matter, I am
Yours truly,

Oscar Eason

Ill
Colleges and Universities Surveyed
University of Wichita
Wichita 14, Kansas

Central Michigan College
Mount Pleasant, Michigan

Ohio University
Athens, Ohio

Wilmington College
Wilmington, Ohio

San Jose State College
San Jose, California

Teachers College
New Britain, Colorado

Virginia State College
Petersburg, Virginia

State Teachers College
Bemidji, Minnesota

Oklahoma City University
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

San Diego State College
San Diego, California

Iowa State Teachers College
Cedar Falls, Iowa

University of Miami
Coral Gables, Florida

Fresno State College
Fresno, California

Western Michigan College
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Florida A. & K. University
Tallahassee, Florida

Wayne State University
Detroit 2, Michigan

State Teachers College
Saint Cloud, Minnesota

Georgia Teachers College
Collegeboro, Georgia

University of California
Santa Barbara College
Santa Barbara, California

State Normal & Industrial
College
EUenaale, North, Carolina

University of Maryland
College Perk, Maine

Ball State Teachers College
Kunice, Indiana

Southern State College
Springfield, South Dakota

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio

Eastern Oklahoma A« & M. College
Wilburton, Oklahoma

Tennessee A. & T. State University
Nashville 8, Tennessee

Kansas State Teachers College
Pittsburg, Kansas

S. U. of New York College
Buffalo 22, New York

Murray State College
Murray, Kentucky

Chico State College
Chico, California
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